
Diary Notes 2018

1st January 2018: this page has been rebuilt as the previous 'edition' 
seemed unstable. Hopefully the previous years are displayed as PDF links 
above and we can move on. As ever the year began with a lot of fiery bangs 
waking us from our early night! Morris Dancing at Snape Plough and Sail : 
two of the promised sides made it, the others suffering from ailment as a 
consequence of which their attendance was not viable, although a few of the 
healthy folk did arrive to view the spectacle of Danegeld Morris and Pretty 
Grim pacing out alternately. A bit of a stretch on energy resources to fill the 
two hours allocated, and the audience had largely sought warmth elsewhere 
after about an hour. Honour must be satisfied and the show went on.
We popped over to the Eel's Foot at Eastbridge where Bill's son Rowan 
works and enjoyed a cup of tea and a pizza, (for the latter, thanks R), before 
returning home. The year has started.

2nd January 2018: Bill prepped and posted a couple of videos of Pretty 
Grim and Danegeld morris from yesterday's dance out, similar to lots of 
others but of the moment. Bill'nSheila had a run through of some songs as 
potential for tomorrow's sets at the Carlford Moot at Kirton. JohnG posted a 
picture of us from last time which we hadn't seen before, (Bill is smiling!) Hard
to conceive that 15 years of musical diary and occasional opinion piece are 
now posted on this page, or that 1084 YouTube videos are up there 
(searchable)! Rob N rang about possible involvement in a project for a music 
student from Colchester which sounds interesting. (Seeking folk musicians 
who are comfortable with written music). Weaver's March is Melnet TotM and 
before retiring Bill posted a video to that forum, 3 ways on different boxes.

3rd January 2018: Checked out the kit and connections for tonight. 
Oysterband 'official' have responded positively to the post of the archive 
program of that band and EII, and a separate response has dated the 
programme to 1990. Bill finished reading both 'The Exile' by James Swallow, 
a global swashbuckling thriller, and 'Data and Goliath', an eye opener about 
data and global government and corporate surveillance as at about for years 
ago.
Bill'nSheila Kirton White Horse: we had great fun playing for a small but 
enthusiastic group, (and also those in the public bar next door who expressed



appreciation). A couple of hour long + sets with a mixture of folk, blues etc, a 
few singalongs, a mix of instruments.  Bill's new potboiler is 'The 
Somnambulist and the Psychic Thief' by Lisa Tuttle, the 'worthy' book will 
revealitself in due course.

4th January 2018: Sheila swim/Bill swim (+24 and very hard work after the 
Christmas lay off!) Bill changed the saddle on Stanford #2 which oddly has 
reduced the break angle and height but seemingly sorted the wandering high 
E string. We'll see if it settles or whether ColinF will have to rescue... Lots of 
positive feedback and some great photos from last evening at Kirton. Practice
with Holly J for the 'Barge Victor Folk Night' on 19th. In Steve M's 
basement studio, after having a strum on his 1965 Telecaster (much 
modified). The set is coming together.

5th January 2018: Nudged to listen to David Grisman and Tommy 
Emmanuel's new CD 'Pickin'. Excellent. Bill going to have a go at one of the 
mandolin tunes for which he has found the dots. Don't hold your breath! 
Bards' followers, the date and location for Harmony Fest 2018 has changed,
see the home page/FB/John G's site. New capo arrived, (lost count of the 
fleet), but £1.99 for a 'Kayser' clone, made in China which looks good. 
Hadleigh Folk Club: We were looking forward to this evening. Sheila is a 
longstanding friend of Terry Craig who plays violin with  Bijoux Toots who 
were the main guests. Hey Ho, (to stop here or......)
The floor singers comprised an off stage (unintended?) re-union of 
friends/family involved (+). Alice, Hazel, Jackie and Terry all delighted to 
renew acquaintance with each other. Stan Harvey as featured guest rode a 
narrow guage railroad in ever decreasing circles in his chosen style. Nice 
guitar (+). The Toots described their various ailments, and that they were one
member short. Perhaps that explained a below par show during which an 
adventurous and eclectic repertoire, and Terry's fiddle playing  (++) as 'secret 
weapon'/saving grace could not make up for 'optional' tuning, timekeeping 
and cohesion from the remainder of the band members. (A trio presentation 
of 'Song for PJ' was an excellent exception (+)). Bill was lamenting the 
absence of a noisy bar atmosphere which would have been appropriate to the
music and might have masked the shortcomings. All bands have bad nights, 
and on reputation and past experience this was not Toots 'normal'. Sheila 
listening from the back of the room enjoyed a more coherent experience. 
Regrettably this was also marred by a feedback loop between two very 
expensive condenser microphones and a high end sound system, which 



resulted in an untamed high pitched 'dog whistle' which is still ringing in the 
ears. (Hopefuly temporarily).  Most of the audience seemed to thoroughly 
enjoy the evening, revelling in the nostalgia that David Bowie, Clash, Stones 
and Steve Earle covers provokes. Expect more evenings with similar content 
to secure bums on seats ?
Next month Andy Mathewson and Lisa Winship, with Capstan Full 
Strength as featured guests. Thank you to Simon & Val as organisers, and a
'+'  for those with fortitude to put their music out there.

6th January 2018: Bill finished 'The Somnambulist and the Psychic THief' by 
Lisa Tuttle, a frothy detective novel based around the interest in psychic 
phenomena in the 19th century and probably the first of a series, not good 
enough to follow when the next one comes out. Started Guernica by Dave 
Boling. Rejigged the newly fitted guitar saddle with a shim of hardwood 
veneer which has improved the sound and break angle. Becky H has been in 
touch as referred by Rob Neal and is coming over on Monday to talk film 
music and folk instruments.

7th January 2018: Bill tidied up audio of Toots from Friday and shared with 
Terry C. We went for a short but tiring walk along Harkstead strand, very 
enjoyable but Bill needs to build stamina if such outings are to be a regular 
occurrence! Sheila in DIY mode, (laying tiles). Bill re-thinking Theme of the 
Month having missed that the composed tune has to be a relatively recent 
composition, so JJMD won't do. Woolpack session, at last we managed 
another look. A sociable circle of our musical friends from various other 
gatherings and a pleasant evening. Not sure if this is usual, but as yet there 
seems to be a fragmented approach to the music, with an emphasis on 'I'll 
show you mine' rather than a search for musical consensus. Perhaps mildly 
unfair but less inclusive than it may have been with small cadres playing the 
tunes they know. still stuck in the front bar while two other more suitable 
session rooms are empty, and the staff were pleasant, but keen to see the 
back of us at about 10.45. (The session may not be attracting custom - 
always the tension between individual exploration and playing accessible 
music as a group. Practice at home, play well in company, doesn't always 
work!)

8th January 2018: Sheila work, swimming,grouting. Bill swimming (+30), 
Caught up with John G. Later met with Becky H about her film music 
assignment for Colchester Institute. Fascinating and looks like being fun. A 



night in, (ESMM are pulling a plough around Stonham Aspel/Shottisham folk 
evening looks an attractive alternative but this is a busy musical week so .....)

9th January 2018:Bill recorded and posted his 'Theme of the Month' tune to 
melnet, (SIdesaddle). U3A Folk Music Group Black Tiles Martlesham, a 
good turnout and a varied afternoon of community, music and song. A low 
mechanical rumble as background noise  but we managed. Fordham 
session:seven of us swapping tunes. Sheila came along this time and 
enjoyed herself. This was the antithesis of the Woolpack session in that the 
music was entertaining and well played, and a full pub was enjoying the 
music judging by the positive responses and acclamation from diners and 
drinkers alike.

10th January 2018: Knoodling  and Sheila working during the day. 
Shottisham Wayward Session: an excellent turnout and an enjoyable 
evening. New woodburners in the fireplaces. Good reports of Keith and Mary
Jane who exceeded their brief when Kev Walford unexpectedly appeared on
his own on Monday at the folk night. 

11th January 2018: Bill finished reading Guernica, a first novel set in a 
historical context. Very enjoyable with a forgivable, carefully plotted ending. 
Both swam in respective pools, (B +24) .  Holly for tea and band practice with 
SteveM and SarahW, last one before the Barge Victor show next week 
which seems not to be particularly well publicised at the moment. Two hour 
long sets of orginals and covers. Bill ordered a cheap stick on pick up for the 
mandolin.

12th January 2018:Sheila Yoga, Bill started two books, 'Heirs to Forgotten 
Kingdoms' about remnant Eastern pagan religions, and 'Two Kinds of Truth', 
the latest Michael Connolly. Posted Marino Waltz to Melnet Theme of the 
Month. Bill & Sheila played some tunes together.

13th January 2018: Bill finished the Michael Connolly, a good yarn. Walk 
across the heath, Sheila invigorated, Bill weary! Cheap piezo pick up arrived, 
osunds fine but very sensitive to motion and friction. Sheila prparing for 
further tiling. Some conversation about a tune proposed for a new PG dance, 
best key and whether suitable anyway, (Bill opts out as the subject becomes 
sensitive). There is a proposal to start a new 'border' side based in Hadleigh, 
why? More schisms in the offing?



14th January 2018: Bill reading 'A Climate of Fear' by Fred Vargas, bought 
last March and saved for savouring. Mike Garland's post Christmas drinks 
and nibbles was very enjoyable, (thanks Mike). Some interesting 
conversations around Morris Dancing and the imminent vote by the Morris 
Ring to 'neutralise' the gender bias in its constitution with differing views on 
the effect this may have. Also interesting to pick up that an apparent trend 
towards younger membership in the morris is fuelled by a very few young 
dances being recorded in multiples as members of a number of sides each, 
the underlying  demography remains elderly upwards! East Suffolk Morris 
are discussing the side's vote at tomorrow's practice, one to miss, with a clear
majority of consultees in favour while the discussion will inevitable be 
prolonged by a singular opposition. Interesting to note that the JMO and 
OPen Morris are said to be indifferent to the archive and heritage carefully 
maintained by the MR, (currently being digitally coded), which may be  a 
significant selling point for the future of a gender neutral organisation. 

15th January 2018: little of note, avoided ESM practice in fear of pointless 
debate , of which there apparently was none, simply left to private vote online.

16th January 2018: Bill finished reading 'A Climate of Fear' , low key but a 
joy to read, (not for the charity shop,yet). Sheila to B&Q (tile related) having 
shaved and rehung a door yesterday with more tiling and grouting to do. Back
for work and then to Colchester. Bill swimming, (+30), catching up with John 
G. Sausage and mash for tea. The Transports at the Apex BSE. An excellent 
show with the Folk revival classes of 1980's -00'ies reviving Peter Bellamy's 
project with adaptation by Matthew Crampton who also narrated. Lots of 
people stood up at the end so it went well. From Bill's point of view the 
adaptation was unnecessary, clumsy and polemic, (the latter intended), and 
the narration more 'pulpit' than 'theatre'. The balance of the cast delivered a 
terrific performance, (one guesses schooled for by Paul Sartin to sing 
'properly' and play music in parts, neither a requirement for their primary 
careers).  A good audition for further theatre work and product for the festival 
season where a package could be booked for a couple of days including 
artists and the show. It is a dirty commercial world out there! Anyway, despite 
sermon and ovation the beggar at the entrance to the car park received scant
attention from the departing audience, unheeding of the message recently 
received! Bill started to read a Scandi noir, 'The Hanging' by Lotte and Soren 
Hammer.



17th January 2018:Bards of the Heath practice this pm: an enjoyable 
couple of hours prepping for the weekend including the Wassail song, 
(Somerset Wassail), a couple of new songs for the Bards and a few tunes. Bill
managed to transcribe a couple. Looking forward to the BArds re-activation. 
Marmite for some but we have some loyal supporters of the music. We didn't 
make Richard C's Blaxhall session this month, a video was posted , thrash 
melodeons competing on volume, and some (pretty good) step dancing,  (but 
with taps, and structured, not Suffolk freestyle).We probably wouldn't have 
stayed. (Gradual infiltration by PG Morris also apparent in the video... another
reason?).

18th January 2018: Sheila working, grouting, Bill swim (x2 = +40), weary! 
Chipping away at new Bards tunes. Noting interesting forthcoming gigs in 
calender. Hicks and Gouldbourne coming to Bury, even if it may be the 
same show, difficult clash with Hadleigh FAC, although maybe not so 
difficult... Some interesting acts at the Apex, Toko Telo being the most 
seductive and well priced. There are other elder statesmen creaming the 
second tier circuit on which the Apex resides, but less immediately attractive.

19th January 2018:Just received the news that Brian Foster died yesterday.
We knew Brian both as a long serving 'fool' for East Suffolk Morris Men, and
as a fellow social singer in Suffolk. Larger than life and always ready with a 
greeting and an opinion. Holly Johnston Barge Victor: a unique evening, 
capacity up to 40 souls, sold out. We played two sets as planned, pleased 
that we took low key PA, (would have been difficult without). Lots of positive 
feedback, people enjoyed Holly's music and the few cover songs we threw in.
Potential for more, Thanks to Wes and crew and Val for hosting and catering. 
Good to see Val's continued culinary involvement in the Ipswich music 
community!

20th January 2018: A soggy rainy day. Sheila on day 2 of a vicious cold she 
picked up on Tuesday, (SueR?). Bards of the Heath: Walled Garden 
Thornham Magna: Wassail: Bill found the venue after to re-directions and 
despite the satnav, Des was locked out and about to turn for home when the 
gates opened. Not a day for an outdoor activity for which payment is required,
about a dozen takers who were something of a captive, and appreciative 
audience. A couple of hour long sets and Wassail in the rain. Bill came home 
and processed the video into a ten minute epic, five minutes of the Wassail 



and five of 'Come by the Hills' which is a Bards favourite from olden 
days!

21st January 2018: Sheila, cold day 3. Daniel K may come out with his 
family and see us at Maldon today. A good friend from Chameleonic and 
Thaxsted Morris, will be great if he makes it. (PS he didn't make it but 
completely understandable given the weather). Holly receiving online praise 
for the evening on the barge Victor on Friday. That video will be a longer 
process but should be excellent! Bards of the Heath: Wassail: Maldon 
Museum of Power booked to play at 3pm, (event finished at 4pm). Schedule 
hijacked by Colne Valley Storytellers and Lyz le Fay's band so we played a 
half hour set from about 3.30, as most people headed home in inclement 
weather. Thank you to those who remained to cheer us on. Bill had earlier 
enjoyed watching Dark Horse Morris, seeing Tony Manning who has played 
with both John G and Bill separately in bands over the years, and the 
Bardset with Mark Barnard guesting on drum was good enough to sell a few
CDs before heading home (and sitting in a tailback on the A12 for half and 
hour en route!) Forsook the Woolpack session, (enough music for one 
weekend and Sheila's supervening cold).

22nd January 2018: Sheila, (still with cold and now with sore eye), works, 
swims. Bill Swims (x2) and natters with John G. Mary D has kindly asked us 
to play a spot at Everyman FC this Friday. Bill knoodling on guitar and 
melodeon, processing Holly's video output from Barge Victor, then to East 
Suffolk Morris practice. About ten dancers, two musicians with three on the 
bench. Quite a few men unwell or having limbs mended. All better by 
summer! Chest infection seems to be the main culprit.

23rd January 2018:Happy Birthday Laurel: sorry the card will be a day late. 
Bill carried on processing video. We got ready to go to U3A at Thorpeness 
this afternoon but Sheila's cold etc supervened. Not sure whether will be 
better by Friday.

24th January 2018: Sheila working, Bill to the dentist- more drilling and 
filling at another appointment. Turns out that as well as being a guitarist who 
enjoys the folk baroque, he, (the dentist), has an English concertina and a 
harmonium.  Doesn't bite when I suggest morris to him, but he did see ESMM
last year and remembered well enough to describe the logo.... Bill spent the 
afternoon burning DVD's of Holly's Barge Victor show from last week, has 



come out really well, (although sputters a bit on the cheap DVD player, ok on 
the main one). A good excercise to develop a better understanding of the 
video software. Mark Barnard has posted some photos from Sunday's 
Wassail at Maldon including some excellent Bardpics. From the Wassail Bill 
posted on a FB only basis 'Raddle Man' which doesn't appear in the Bards YT
videos. Also posted Waltzing's for Dreamers', a Bill/Holly duet from Barge 
Victor. Bill/Sheila had a think about what to play on Friday and a set is coming
together....

25th January 2018: Sheila and Bill both swam, (Bill +40 = 2k). Another run 
through for tomorrow's EFC. Sheila to Pretty Grim practise, Bill to 
Steamboat session. A good turnout , and nice to catch up with Tom C and 
Janine. A metronome might have been a useful addition to the mix at times. 
The Duke of York session is this Sunday, seemingly the folkies had been 
expected to turn up on New Years Eve despite a band and big party having 
been booked and advertised by the landlord, who will apparently pull the plug 
on the session if it is not well supported this month. Hey ho.

26th January 2018:Bill finished reading 'The Hanging', rather convoluted and
overdone but an issue raiser. Started 'Into the Fire' by MAnda Scott, a 
Labyrinth style novel set in two time periods.  Everyman Folk Club: Dave 
Webber and Anni Fentiman worked through recoverring colds to deliver an 
excellent evening with full vocal support from the club. Interesting to hear 
Dave's positive view of the future of folk and that young peopple have taken 
up the baton. We opened the evening with a Bill'nSheila set comprising 
'Southern Girls Reply', The Dancing Song' (Bob Pegg), and 'How will I ever 
be Simple again' (Richard Thompson). other floor spots were Mike and Dave, 
Steve Danby and Mary Jane Tyrrell. Holly has a floor spot next month when 
Granny's Attic are playing. The four spots were asked to play three songs 
each this month, a welcome departure from the previous norm of two/10 
minutes.  There is time to settle in and the feeling is less rushed/pressured. 
We don't talk much between songs, but the presentation can breathe.

27th January 2018: Sheila to a lecture in Cambridge, Bill had a tramp 
around Woodbridge. Knoodled a bit. Sheila had a tramp around Cambridge 
and visited a museum to return facing a horde of Wolves supporters steaming
into the station at 5.30, (having won 1-0).



28th January 2018: lazy Sunday, Sheila missed the RSBP birdwatch hour, 
(may cheat and do it tomorrow). Bill knoodled. We thought about the Duke of 
York session but having reviewed those who promoted their intention to be 
there, it was better left than that we went and left disgruntled.

29th January 2018: Sheila working, swimming etc.  Bill swimming. Caught up
with Laurel who is developing her music down in Kent,  supported Jed Grimes
last night receiving +ve feedback from him and from Kim Headley. fRoots 
subscription due, always a difficult call, even moreso now that the format is 
changing and publication will be four times a year with a larger magazine and 
a CD with each. This after a crowdfunded financial rescue operation 
promising a re-boot which will be viable. Suspecting the subscription will 
lapse, (£60 for eight magazines in digital only format). A gap in the market? 
Living Tradition and EDS are red top tabloid equivelants, and the general 
accessibility of information online and through focussed social media meets 
most folkie needs, so maybe not. New discovery, Sam Brothers, a singer 
guitarist reminiscent of the fingerpicking heydays of the 70's. His first CD is 
available and online. Lovely tonality and dynamics.  A celebration of Brian 
Foster's life is at Alderton Church on 9th February at 2.30.

30th January 2018: Sheila had a meeting in Colchester pm so Bill went 
along for a tramp around.Disappointed that Bluegrass is cancelled tonight, 
venue closed and alternative unable to have us.

31st January 2018: Bill finished reading 'Into the Fire', a tale well told but the 
modern story plot twist was evident very early, the C14 plot twist earlier than it
might. Backy came back with proposals for her film project. Lots of work for 
Rob & Leslie, Bill just needs six fingers on his right hand, an easy fix! Sorted 
the 'Invoking Song' which John G would like the Bards to play, a borrowed 
tune  but can be reworked from the 'Magical Ballads' version. Bill made a 
video for Melnet TotM, (or what he hopes it will be based on current voting!)

1st February 2018: Rabbits & St Bridget. Bill posted TotM, first again! Similar
principle to sitting on the front row wherever possible. The theme is anything 
'trad' so pretty loose, not sure whether to bother, the narrower the definition 
the greater fun in stretching. Holly passed Bill a reference to an Oakwood 
melodeon for sale locally, very nice but would be a cupboard luxoury. Sheila 
has volunteered that we will host Granny's Attic when they appear at the 
Everyman this month, should be fun. (Will be a massed turnout of the Darling



clan, and Holly has a floor spot, also interesting).We both swam at respective 
ponds, (Bill +30). Bill popped to John G's and we knoodled around some 
fresh material for next week's Carlford Moot at Kirton, (they always get first 
airing of the new material). Sheila to PG practice, Bill recorded some sepia 
series Americana straight to tape....

2nd February 2018: Bill to dentist now drilled and filled. Alex (dentist) is 
collecting Topic Records on vinyl, has discovered Nic Jones among others 
and may come along to local sessions. Excellent. Regretfully we may miss 
both folk club options this evening as we can't face sitting through either of 
the support acts! It's been a tiring week doing nothing.

3rd February 2018: Bill's filling has fallen out! He finished reading 'Origin' by
Dan Brown, another polemic dreassed up as thriller but none the worse for 
that. Set in Spain, Bill's  prior reading of 'Ghosts of Spain' and 'Guernica' 
proved a good scene setter. Opportunity cost for the day, 'The Sandling 
Sessions' at Snape, some of which looked interesting but generally the usual
suspects presenting, and probably attending. Sheila to the gym. 
Recommended viewing on I-Player at the moment 'Rule Brittania: Music in 
18th Century England', two excellent programmes. B&S played some tunes.

4th February 2018: Bill (prompted by Jo G) in search of 'Kellswater' tunes 
found 'Bonnie Kellswater', lots of words, only one source for notation. A lovely
tune which fit the bill for Melnet Theme of the Month, so transposed and 
'arranged' that is now online.  Woolpack session: we arrived a bit early and 
were 3rd and 4th there, just as well, seats were in short supply within a few 
minutes. Lots of 'performed' pop covers perhaps better suited to 'open mic' 
but just about enough folk and tune playing to call it a session. A trio of new 
folk enthusiasts sang some shanties, (they work in a boatyard which has a 
shanty night  once a week after work), and are 'starters' on concertina and 
folk fiddle. Margarette reported that Hadleigh FAC on Friday was one of the 
best she remembers, (she hadn't seen CFS before, and we don't always 
agree on folk form, so not sure whether our 'night in' was a miss or not). 
Anyway, we seem to be back in circulation.

5th February 2018: Bill managed to get a dental appointment for this pm to 
deal with the filling, moved swimming forward an hour. Reading 'The 
Sympathiser' by Viet Thanh Nguyen, excellent style and a thought provoking 
yarn. Has been compared to 'Catch 22', very dry analytical humour. Early 



swim (2K). Dentist filed and sealed the tooth, (apparently filling ok) and 
recommended sensitivity toothpaste. East Suffolk Morris practice: enjoyable
musically and enough to dance, about ten dancers plus four musicians and a 
couple more. There is the prospect of a trip to Bosnia in September which 
may or may not be viable. Mixed responses on this evening.

6th February 2018: Sheila early to Chiropracter and working. Bards of the 
Heath are booked into Shottisham Folk Night on 11th June. (Thanks Chris). 
U3A Folk Group Newbourne Fox filled the bar to bursting and was an 
enjoyable and full afternoon.  fRoots arrived in inbox, still uncertain whether 
to renew.

7th February 2018: Sheila working & gym and preparing camper van for the 
Gainsborough weekend. (Previous record -15C a couple of years ago, will it 
be lower?). Bill knoodling and to funeral pm. Bards of the Heath : Kirton 
White Horse: all of the Bards in one space and time, a small but enthusiastic 
audience at our testbed venue. A few new songs, one car crash, a few false 
starts. For some reason there was no break between the sets so John's voice
gave out at about 10 o'clock. A good workout for the band.

8th February 2018: Sheila working and gym/swim, Bill Swim (2k), and 
processing video from Bards last evening. mostly not usable but has its 
moments. Good to see forthcoming Happy Sam evenings with Lyn Heraud 
and Pat Turner, and Pete Coe,  the latter likely to trump both Orwell 
Bluegrass and Hadleigh FAC! Holly came to tea, (has lost her voice, 
hopefully will have it back by next Everyman where she has a slot).

9th February 2018: Brian Foster celebration of life. Sorry to miss this but... 
9-11th February: Friends of American Old Time Music and Dance. 24th 
Gainsborough Festival:Camper van battery failed, charged and hope for the
best. Oil filler cap lost in engine well, pill bottle lid as replacement with poly 
bag and rubber band. Got us there. VW main dealer experience worthy of 
stand up comedy sketch. FOATMAD's annual jamboree at which the cream of
Old Time is presented to British enthusiasts. Highlight this year was the 
Bigfoot String Band who were outstanding.  Lots of workshops, Bill 
managed a mandolin workshop having forgotten that the leader is something 
of a pedant who previously told him off for being too 'bluegrass' and seems to
deny  that time has elapsed and taste changed between 1927 and 2018.  The
AGM, (Bill could attend this year as a new member), was entertaining. 



Chairman Pete may be something of a tyrant but he is a much loved, hard 
working, benevolent despot. Other bands, The Turfrollers, from Scandinavia,
unused to a listening audience and possibly more used to pub gigs plugged in
all of their instruments at the Friday concert which sounded like metal music 
at times, had learned the lesson and sat together using the (excellent) 
microphones on Saturday and justified their place. The Brickyard Rounders,
Dave Proctor's band  and the Riverboat Ramblers completed Friday's 
lineup. Saturday afternoon saw workshoppers strut their stuff and the Outlaw 
Sisters and Alice and David Gerrard each played excellent sets. Good to 
see the song side of 'Old Time' represented. Saturday evening opened with 
Enoch's Gold Hill Trappers, and a 'stand in' supergroup with Charlotte 
Carrivick and Kieron Means joined by the bulk of the Waggonhoppers for 
an excellent set. (these are some of the cream of Anglo / English Old Time. 
Bigfoot closed the evening in style earning three encores. Bill's last 
workshop of the weekend was 'Bass basics' with Meredith McIntosh. An 
excellent beginer+ on Old Time bass, the relationship between the bass, the 
guitar and the melody instruments and including a volunteer band for 
practise. Bill had no bass and simply watched and learned, (he often pickes 
up the bull bass at bluegrass evenings and this was a helpful streer on style 
and mechanics. Home by 4.30 but Jackie Oates was sold out at the Froize, 
so an evening in to recover. Meanwhile Bill had finished reading 'The 
Sympathiser', excellent, and 'Heirs to Forgotton Kingdoms', illuminating.

12th February 2018: half term so swimming frustrated by a revised 
programme at Felixstowe less friendly that usual to traffic averse 
oldies!.Shottisham Sorrel Horse :Tin River were excellent. A fresh setlist 
each time, some repeats but such variety of material and styles that each set 
is a joy. Skip's melodeon playing is a delight, but each member contributes 
equally to a genuine 'band' presentation. A well kept secret from the 
borderlands of Suffolk and Norfolk.

13th February 2018: Sheila working and at a meeting in colchester. Bill 
following up with tunes etc from the weekend and last night. Updated the 
calender as the East Suffolk Morris calender for 2018 is now out. Discovered 
that Paul Lyons has posted the complete Bards of the Heath/Chris Foster 
concert, looks good. High production values and a reasonable advert for the 
band on a 'good' night. shared on and seems to be 'adding' views. Fordham 
session: very enjoyable, seven around the table, (five players), all 
contributing. Bill came back with a couple of tunes to try, and enjoyed 



dredging those he recognised from his memory.

14th February 2018: Happy Valentine's all. Jo G has sent through an 
intended song (from 'Monday's Child') to tag to one of the new ones, (as ever 
the tune is John G  concoction so tried to make sense of that). The old John 
Goodluck folk LP's were as good as any of the time, and are still selling 
directly. He always had an ear for a tune to borrow and bend, (as now). 
Sheila to Gym and working. Bill has changed the search engines on the 
computer to 'DuckDuckGo' which presents as a non invasive tool which will 
not collect and share information in the way which Google and most of the 
others do. Every search is a clean search whcih works if instructions are 
clear, avoids the presumptions which data theft by the big boys write into their
algorithms. Hopefully a lighter data footprint will result. So far so good.

15th February 2018: Sheila working, Bill to town, picked up a couple of 
books and had a tramp. Posted Bigfoot Stringband video from 
Gainsborough Friday concert. (The Saturday was awash with camera phones
so didn't bother to record on that evening, once word had got around).  
Popped to see John G for a cuppa this afternoon.  There seems to be an 
issue whether he or the 'record company' own the rights to his two early 
recordings . The previous contracting owner of the company is deceased and 
the company has been bought out. (Another Trailer/Leader saga in the 
offing?) Sheila tired so missing PG practice this evening. Bill posted Ragged 
and Right from knoodling on 1st February. Two versions, chose one, one in 
reserve!

16th February 2018: some of Sheila's extended family to lunch. Bill finished 
reading 'Dominion', a good yarn, and a fantastic piece of historical 
reconstruction. A few contrivances to make the plot work but forgivable. At the
recommendation of Jo G watched Rock'nRoll Guns for Hire: The story of 
the sideman from BBC4. An excellent documentary providing insight into that
aspect of the professional music business, and in many ways describing a 
role that Bill often seems to fit into whenever he plays with other people, to 
'add value' from the side. It is only the absence of that contribution/musical 
voice that may be noticeable when it is removed for whatever reason. Sheila 
grandchildminding, Bill dropped in at Henley Folk Night for about half an 
hour. The evening provides a platform for people to play, largely to each 
other. Bill caught about four sets, including (Bard) Pete G and Sarah whose 
set included a creditable version of Ralph McTell's 'Peppers and Tomatoes' . 



A significant number of performers are also members of the U3A folk music 
group who enjoy singing 'out' and were present to strut their stuff and support 
each other in amongst the SOBWG, (not denying that the soubriquet has 
been applied to Bill at times!). 

17th February 2018: Sheila preparing rooms and bedding for Granny's 
Attic who are staying later in the week.  Bill took the 'new' car back to the 
dealer and they refixed the seat belt warning lights which had come adrift. 
(Both the salesman and Bill had thought the gap at the end of the display was
a data socket until it started growing!) Having spent an anxious night  
worrying, (as is his wont), the garage were straightforward with a positive 
response and the fault was fixed in about ten minutes, (thanks). Tidied up the 
'bluegrass/old time' folder and knoodled.

18th February 2018: Bill finished reading 'Need You Dead' by Peter James, 
latest in the Roy Grace police procedural/soap opera series. A bit ploddy with 
a few contrivances but well written. Steamboat Session: was always going 
to be sparse as some regulars are away. Bill,Jon & Katy the active 
players/singers, Gerry with a cold, (briefly), a harmonica player from around 
the bar, and Ray who arrived with a couple of whistles and boundless 
enthusiasm. Mainly Jon & Bill swapping songs and tunes for a couple of 
hours, (which, dare we say, was more fun than the usual 'round the room' 
with chalkboard for order). Certainly what we played was well received. 
Woolpack Session: we arrived early given previous experience. Wise, by 
8.30 people were standing three deep around the room as some of the new 
attenders from the last session seem to have brought friends. Eventually we 
were offered the use of the back room, (which Bill has always felt to be better 
suited to session). Even that room was full once we had decanted into it. 
Nonetheless, and despite a lot of usual suspects rehearsing a limited 
repertoire, (twas ever thus), it was an excellent night in terms of 'social 
session'.  We suspect the tune players felt somewhat ousted, (they 
periodically entered the fray fast and furious with extended sets of tunes).The 
young (30's) shanty crew contributed and joined in with gusto whenever the 
'strong' songs came along, and it was great to see Olly Gorniak singing out 
and in excellent voice. Ray came along from the afternoon session and 
thought it was a great night. Bill had a play on a fairly new Gibson J45 which 
was fun.

19th February 2018: Sheila work, swim/gym and to town, Bill swim (2k) and 



catch up with John G who seems resigned to abandoning 'Suffolk Miracle' 
and 'Monday's Child' to the clutches of Paul Adams at Fellside, but with a 
heavy heart, and possibly an arguable case to the contrary. Back in the 
bucolic 1970s agreement was a handshake, and intellectual property remote 
to aspiring folk artists. Intentions were rarely formally recorded, but from an 
age when the only media were vinyl and cassette tape, forty years on and 
under 'new' management, rights which could not have existed or been 
conceivably included in the original agreement are now being asserted and 
exercised in new forms of publication. Some artists were more savvy and 
foresighted, requiring rights in each new 'format' to be re-negotiated and 
separately licensed, while retaining ownership of their output, (and have 
founded a folk dynasty). We are to try a new dance at East Suffolk Morris 
this evening (Constant Billy Oddington), but only if we play the 'right' tune. 
Seemingly Phil W eschews the generic/accessible approach which we tend 
to employ, this time we must be correct! Another one to sit out, (although the 
preferred tune does have some interesting harmonisations, may be a melnet 
special - Lester B has already recorded it for his tune of the day series). The 
Practice was fine and the tune works although remembering another 
Constant Billy is a bit of a stretch. Sheila to the ' Lark Choir' EATMT event. 
Lots of familiar faces, (U3A away from home), an open verdict on week 1.

20th February 2018: Bill went to the Railway at Westerfield, managed to 
park the car, but abandoned ship after discovering the pub to be full to the 
gunnels. Sheila to a lecture in Colchester with grandson Max. Bill pottered on
melodeon, anglo and guitar.

21st February 2018: Bill finished reading 'Stasi Wolf' by David Young, 
sequel to Stasi Child which was the product of a 'crime thriller writing' MA. 
THis stil has an air of exercise about its structure and plotting, but is well 
researched an written. Uses 'personal' subplots to connect each book, which 
doesn't quite work as the main characters are well described, but lack the 
flesh on those bones to retain interest. (Unlike Peter James, see above, 
where the conmnecting subplots are becoming increasingly absurd, and 
therefore less interesting). Started 'The Chalk Pit' by Elly Griffiths, more fluff. 
Sheila working and to Gym. Bill had a tramp around Woodbridge in the 
afternoon. Blaxhall Ship session: Bill disengaged after having been rudely 
ousted from his seat, (with coat and instruments on clear display), while 
momentarily at the bar. Some good singing, (with a surfeit of bawdy music 
hall and parody songs), and loud vigorous playing of tunes, (whether known 



or not). Disengaged was a good place to be. A show and tell session. Bill 
caught Terry Davey at the end who confirmed he hopes to book John & 
Bards o/t Heath for the Midsummer Festival, but had been hoping for some 
'product' to listen to. Bill gave him a copy of Mix't Blessings, (please replace 
John G). The main guest that weekend will be Martyn Wyndham Read with 
Iris Bishop, so looking good.

22nd February 2018: Sheila working then Gym/Swim, Bill swim (2k), 
finished reading 'The Chalk Pit' by Elly Griffith. A natural storyteller but a 
couple of obvious procedural mistatke which should have been picked up in 
the edit, (regarding 'bail'), and in this series the sub plots are verging on 'Mills 
& Boone'. Fluffy but fun. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice this evening, sparsely
attended.

23rd February 2017: Bill reading biography of Paul Simon by Peter Ames 
Carlin. Confirmed the need to be single minded and savvy from an early age, 
copyrighting songs at 15, pitching to Columbia while working as a record 
plugger  still in teens, perfectionist in arrangement and studio work. New 
discovery via i newspaper, James Patrick Gavin, fiddler (and guitarist with 
TEYR), whose solo record ' Chewing the Fat' is excellent, (and on spotify). 
Sheila to Yoga. Everyman Folk Club: Granny's Attic a room bursting at the 
seams and a band playing a blinding set full of energy, nuance and musicality,
excellent floor spots in support and then we had the further delight to host the
band overnight. Fantastic fun. Thank you to all who made these things 
possible, particularly Mary and Steve, and Sheila. With a full house of friends 
and fellow musos plenty of gossip yet to be digested. Thank you to Keith for 
kind words on Ragged and Right on YT. Flattering that Cohen (from the band)
is also a YT channel follower. Terry D unsure whether the BArds will have a 
summer festival slot but keen to fit us in somewhere. 

24th February 2018: Saw Granny's Attic off on their respective onward 
journeys. George enjoyed roadtesting the Orsino and the Lakewood Parlour, 
and Cohen the 'F' one row. Cohen recommended Adrian Brown, a concertina
player from Holland, and his duo Dapper's Delight. Excellent. Bill's latest light
read is the Mortdecai Trilogy by Kyril Bonfiglioli, not sure at the moment, a 
style of humorour writing from the 70's rehashing Wodehouse in a darker 
context. Not much to say about the rest of the day, Sheila suffering with a 
heavy cold.



25th February 2018: Thinking of Rowan. Sheila still suffering,  we had a 
think about the songs to sing at the U3A concert, one of which  is in progress 
in a re-keyed and fingered version. Bill knoodled for most of the 
afternoon.Sheila managed to book herself onto the 'Burwell Bash' with one of 
the last tickets. We gave the Duke of York session a miss, same players as 
the Woolpack, and one for which it is necessary to be braced and in the 
mood. Bill transcribed 'Invoking Song' as best he could from the car crash 
version which we (Bards) played at Kirton recently, sent to J & J for checking 
and correction. Becky sent the full score for the film project, (16 pages in 
parts), which is moving to the top of the 'to do' pile.

26th February 2018: the cold weather has arrive with flakes of snow in the 
air. Sheila work & gym/swim, Bill swim (2.25km). HAd a catch up session with
John G. P.M. made 'Blue Peter' videos of the likely melnet TotM, (will have to 
re-do if guessed wrong). The snow arrived around tea time, neither of us felt 
like going out so opportunity cost S= Lark Choir, Bill = ESMM practice. 
(Surprised that neither was cancelled, or maybe we are wimps).

27th February 2018: lots of weather cancellations (including Tattingstone 
Bluegrass), so a quiet day. Sheila to Colchester pm for a meeting, got there 
and back ok. Bill re-recorded the TotM videos with better microphone. The 
outcome now seems fairly settled. Did a bit more work on the U3A songs but 
Sheila's cold and cough quite severe so not up to a lot of singing. 

28th February 2018: another 'snow' day. Pootling .

1st March 2018: Rabbits: Bill finished reading Paul Simon biog:skimmed the 
last chapters. Now onto second part of the Mortdecai trilogy and started Colin
Irwin's 'In Search of the Craic'. Cancellations included Steamboat this 
evening, Hadleigh FAC  tomorrow.  Received an e-mail from Carolyn 
confirming details for Mike Last's funeral. We hadn't previously been aware 
of his death but hope to get there. He died on 7th February. 'Last Resort' 
was the most enduring band that Bill played with and the high points were 
great. (There is an SGR radio broadcast of an evening at Shotley on the YT, 
together with a demo recording, probably all that is left. Only one photo, 
elsewhere on this site). Posted the Melnet TotM video which is rapidly 
attracting views as most people are sat at home at the moment! Have 
downloaded some tunes to work on. Sheila is practising 'Bill Cheatham'.



2nd March 2018: Happy birthday Jo G. We enjoyed seeing you at lunch time
and thanks for the coffee after. 4th snowy day, slow day. Heard from John T 
with news that Robin died at Christmas. Approaching the age when personal 
mortality delivers regular reminders to live each day well.

3rd March 2018: Bill saw the old Astra which the garage said they were 
scrapping sitting outside the premises four months later, and apparently re-
taxed for a year. Hey-ho, he thought it had life in it but not for him as next 
repair would be expensive, but having received scrap value px questions the 
veracity of the salesman! (Maybe the mechanic bought it). Sheila sufficiently 
recovered to get to the gym, Bill posted 'Sophie's Dancing Feet' as Melnet 
Theme of the Month tune. As ever most posts are off topic gossip, (it is a 
forum). HAd a run through of tunes and songs with Sheila.

4th March 2018: Sheila walked from Dunwich Heath to the Eel's Foot, met 
up with Bill and we popped over to Middleton Bell where we caught up with 
Rowan and Honor and enjoyed a couple of (substantial) starters. Raining on 
the way back with large pools of standing water. Nonetheless an enjoyable 
afternoon. We thought to drop in on Rosewood at the Ship on the way back 
but home and a cuppa proved the stronger attraction. Bill well into the third 
book in the 'Mortdecai Trilogy'.   Woolpack Session: large room packed, 
young shanty singers group expanded, Geoff S (B/C Accordion) plus 
guitarist, flautist and concertina player, additional SOBWG's. A few regulars 
disappeared very early, (edged out). A curate's egg of an evening balancing 
eager,  SOBWG's, sea songs, English repertoire, Irish hardcore, and the 
landlady wanting to lock up at 11pm sharp. We know where we stand in the 
pecking order as Mothers Day has displaced the Quiz night next week, which 
has been moved to cancel the next session,which is now to be held, (one off) 
at the Duke of York! Given that at least half a dozen regulars were not 
present, may be a bit crowded should all turn up!

5th March 2018: Sheila Gym & work, Bill finished Mortdecai trilogy, had new
headlamp bulb fitted, swimming and catch up JG. East Suffolk Morris 
practice: extremely enjoyable, seventeen up, three musicians, three 
convalescents and a solid dance and music workshop. Sheila to Lark Choir 
(EATMT),  response a step up from the first time.
 
6th March 2018: U3A Peter and Barbara Snape featured in the spring 
concert. Two excellent sets of superb melodeon playing, singing and and 



straightforward entertainment, largely from broadsides and the music hall. 
Lovely that Des and Ruth made it. Strong floor spots, (we played Homeward 
Bound and Bright Lights as the Bill'nSheila set). Great cakes, (thank you 
Joan). Processed and shared with Rob the 'strumpets' video from this 
afternoon. Also processed the Harbour Lights Trio, (not yet published). 
Opportunity cost: Butley Oyster session.

7th March 2018: Bill's other bedside book of the moment is 'The Bog People'
by P.V.Glob. Published in 1965 he remembers it as a set text for a neighbour 
at college who was studying archeology. Popped to Colin F's with the 
'Avalon' which needs some work. Almost bought his 'demonstrator' which is 
for sale at bargain price, still thinking about whether the fleet needs another 
dreadnought...... Bill posted Harbour Lights Trio video. Wayward Session: 
Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Thanks Andy for the lift. Full house, 11 musicians 
and an evening filled with tunes shared around the room. Numbers involved 
lent some indiscipline to the proceedings, the most successful tunes were 
those 'led' with conviction. Opportunity cost Rosewood  at Kirton. John G has
invited Chris and Caroline to play a couple of sets at a future moot. Becky's 
film project is rapidly approaching the recording stage. Final score came 
through, it will be quite a challenge to record but interesting to put together. 
About two weeks practice time!

8th March 2018: Sheila work then gym/swim, Bill swim. Sheila hit a pothole 
on the way to Pretty Grim practice, shredded a tyre and was rescued by the 
AA. Lyz contacted Bill to see if he would be up for playing for Westrefelda as
and when their regular musician could not, (as is apparently often the case). 
Responded that happy to help out on odd occasions 'in extremis' if available, 
no space to make diary commitments for fetes etc, (which was the nub of the 
request). Bill discovered on Mississippi John Hurt's birthday that he played 
'Oh Mary Don't You Weep' back in the day, in Piedmont style, so much more 
enjoyable than the 'boss's' thrash version. On the 'to do' list.

9th March 2018: Sheila's car fixed, including tracking! SCDC were 
apparently aware of the pothole so may be a claim there given the size and 
impact. Cracked windscreen also repaired. Big Music Night 34: an 
outstanding lineup for this evening with a very high standard of performance 
in the main. One act arrived in time to perform and left immediately thereafter-
poor show but an established behaviour. The rest of us enjoyed an excellent 
and varied evening. Highlights for us Emma and Tom Hardy, Mary & Steve 



Dickinson, Mary Jane and Keith Tyrrell, and The Nutwood Scratch Band, 
(Mick and Sarah Graves et al), which is not to 'tar' the rest of the bill. We 
ended up at either end of a table, someone asked if we were not getting on!  
Bill discovered that the Fylde also needs a fret dress and set up. The guitars 
may be multiple but are played!

10th March 2018: a quiet day. Bill processed a few videos from last evening.
3rd guitar related problem, a tuning peg on Stanford #2 has worn out, 
replacement ordered from China! Sheila child minding so Bill knoodled on 
new tunes etc, (Sunshine Hornpipe, Kitty's Wedding, The Home Ruler, The 
Long Acre, sourced from Tin River, Geoff S and Mick R respectively), not sure
if any are keepers. 

11th March 2018: Bill finished reading 'The Bog People' and 'In Search of 
the Craic' so  aside from Gabriel Garcia Marquez stories, a fresh start. soul 
Mountain by Gao Xingjian. Mother's Day meal with Sheila at Jo & Lesley's 
then off to Bob T's for a house concert by Jane Rothfield. We saw Jane in 
the autumn when she was over from the U.S., on that occasion she was 
constrained by having a local (UK) accompanist, who was excellent but as a 
solo performer Jane could (and did) draw on a wider repertoire, delivered with
aplomb. There was a session after the concert. A very enjoyable evening, 
thank you to Bob for hosting.

12th March 2018: Sheila to swim/gym. Bill posted the finale tunes from last 
evening's concert. Bill to swim. Managed the usual despite congestion, both 
bronchial and at the pool. John G fancies the BotH playing 'Gardener' from 
Magical Ballads, a Donovan/Marc Bolan hotchpotch either worth a complete 
re-work or maybe better left to sink into oblivion on an obscure self produced 
CD. What it is to be a servant to the muse! East Suffolk Morris Bill had 
forgotton that this would be a rehearsal for a few members who are 
participating in a multi media at Dance EAst next week. Bill left shortly after 
arriving. Thank you to Steve L for some concertina resources and a copy of 
Tommy Williams 'Springtime in Battersea' (duet concertina).

13th March 2018: Bill to chiropracter, U3A The Brook Washbrook: an 
enjoyable afternoon in good company. John G has sent an update to 'The 
Gardener' project.  Fordham Session: an excellent evening, (including 
homework), good to see Sue & John C and Simon R.



14th March 2018: Bill finished processing BMN 34 video and has shared 
some on dropbox rather than disc. Seems effective. Off to see Steve and 
Mary D this pm. The guitar will be ready also, but will pick that up on Friday 
and talk about the other two that need a tweak! Sheila to swim/gym and 
working. Steve D tweaked a couple of boxes while putting the world to rights 
with Bill and presenting him with a different way of thinking about playing 
tunes on the anglo. Mary provided a sneak preview of some excellent 
performers coming to the Everyman FC in the new season. Shared some 
BMN vids with the players via dropbox. Simon and Val have asked Bards of 
the Heath to support Rosewood at Hadleigh FAC in November, thanks for 
that. (Will require a varied and crowd pleasing set list).

15th March 2018: Sheila working then swim, Bill swim. Bill met chap in 
changing room who likes folk and said he has to travel to Colchester for his 
folk, rapidly disabused of that idea and referred to more local options and 
references. Sheiula to PG. Bill knoodling and working on videos.

16th March 2018: sorted and shared Jane Rothfield videos, picked up guitar 
from Colin, (leaving coat behind in the process).

17th March 2018: off to Halesworth Day of Dance with Sheila and PG. 
Street dancing weathered off so the stalwarts who did turn up danced in the 
Rifle Hall. Interesting conversation with David E about the nature of the 'new' 
style street dance which will (hopefully), not in the future be regarded as 
'Morris', (despite the adoption of that appellation by some practitioners). Molly
is a recent construct without an enduring tradition, and Cotswold is now a 
mixed activity for all, (see Simon R's recent 'pot stirring' post on FB). An 
interesting an enjoyable morning but then it home on the train as seemingly 
the frolics are continuing into the evening with a ceilidh. Posted a video of the 
first dance. Sheila is staying the distance! Bluegrass at Tattingstone for a 
Camping Club is the opportunity cost this evening, Bill had not expected to be
back from Halesworth in time to go, but.......

18th March 2018: Posted PG video from yesterday. Sheila to talk about 100 
years of women voting and caught up with old friends, (won a chinese 
astrological compass in the raffle). Bill to Spread Eagle session, a very 
enjoyable couple of hours singaround. Alex, (Bill's dentist) came, he is an 
fine guitarist and singer sharing an excellent taste in material with us. 
Hopefully he will come again. Ironically he met Mike G last week, and talked 



folk with him. Popped into the exiled Woolpack session at the Duke of York. 
We entered by a couple of yards, there was a small closed circle of players, 
the only empty chairs were reserved by coats,  and the most usable large 
space in the pub is taken up by the pool table. The landlord was welcoming 
but as for the rest.... TV, a sofa and an early night beckoned.

19th March 2018: Sheila swimming, Bill swimming and catch up with John 
G. New guitar machine heads have arrived, (from China in about a week!) 
The turning heads are not interchangable so have had to change all of the 
pegs and now have brassy brash tuners (cf discreet ebony), but they were 
the only ones with comparable external fittings. We'll see how long they last. 
Sheila to Lark Choir, penultimate session of the series, Bill to ESMM 
practice. The side's involvement in a recent DanceEast production went well 
and will hopefully lead to greater involvement.

20th March 2018: Sheila out most of the day, Bill sitting in waiting for her 
new violin bow to arrive.... it didn't.  Knoodling etc.

21st March 2018: Mike Last funeral. Mike was a year ahead of Bill at school,
working at Cowells (printers), when he spent a couple of summer holidays 
working in the warehouse, (Mike was suited and booted by then). He hosted 
the Ipswich Folk Club on a few of the (rare) occasions that Bill made it up the 
stairs of the Gardiners Arms. Then came the call/audition for Last Resort,and
almost twenty years of playing music for dance together. Good to see 
Carolyn, Graham and Stephen, also to catch up with other musical friends 
from those years, (band members and others). There are a couple of old 
cassette tapes of Last Resort digitised and posted to Bill's YT. Still no violin 
bow, (Sheila stayed in this time).

22nd March 2018: Bill finished reading 'Soul Mountain', an extended 
exploration of anomie. Sheila working & gym. The new violin bow arrived. Bill
swimming, shared some videos from last weekend on FB. Sheila to Pretty 
Grim practice.. Bill knoodling, recorded 'Mary Don't You Weep'

23rd March 2018: Bill posted MDYW from yesterday, tweaked truss rod on 
Stanford #1, Sheila to Yoga.  Bill/Sheila tune up after tea. 

24th March 2018: Bill to CBS, Sheila has crocked back (yoga?), off to a 
lecture in Cambridge. Bill had thought to go to Robin Carpenter's estate 



sale of music and instruments in Maldon, but then....more stuff?  Other option
Bury Folk Day at the Hunter Club, (Holly is playing), lots of other people 
also, but again, a step too far. Holly is plugged into the West Suffolk scene 
and players but.....a bit like the Colchester set, fairly self contained and 
aspirational. (Nothing wrong with that...). Bill finished reading 'City of Veils', by
Zoe Ferraris, a police procedural potboiler set in Saudi Arabia and plotted 
within the legal, structural and faith aspects of that nation.

25th March 2018: Sheila's back still crocked. Bill:started working on the 
'Snape's' U3A concert videos. Excellent melodeon playing and presentation. 
Duke of York session: Bill popped along. An enjoyable evening. Kelly re-
arranged seating and created a larger circle for player, and the 'shanty' group,
(still seemingly enlarging), held their own space at a latge table from which 
they contributed. (They are organising a house session in a couple of weeks).
A good turnout and a mixed evening of tunes and songs. Apparently the 
Hadleigh French Weekend Bal is sold out and the Friday concert looks like 
being packed (good news for Simon and Val). Unsurprising but that may 
make it one to miss however otherwise enjoyable and essential it may be, 
(Sheila away that weekend and Bill hesitant in crowds. But to be serious...).  
Bill reading 'The Girl with Seven Names' by Hyeonseo Lee about an emigrant
for North Korea and her journey. A quick yet fascinating read.

26th March 2018: Sheila to chiropracter and working. Bill swimming, (John 
G a bit on the drag hence 20 extra lengths- 2 1/2 k, very tired).  John 
promising some paractice sessions next month. Lesley N picked up a 
cabassa to record for Becky on Thursday, Bill is now booked in for his bit on 
6th April. Sheila's van has acquired a flat tyre, oven light has failed, Bill has 
declined this year's school class reunion as will be at Sweet Sunny South, 
hopefully. Sheila to Lark Choir, Bill to East Suffolk Morris practice. Bill 
finished reading 'The Girl with Seven Names' . 

27th March 2018: Bill's new bedside potboiler is 'Seven for a Secret' by 
Lyndsay Faye. A damp and lazy day, music and reading. Tattingstone 
Bluegrass Session: an enjoyable circle, as much old time as bluegrass but 
with b/g session 'rules'. 3 fiddles, two mandolins,autoharp, bull bass, two 
banjos,1 guitar.

28th March 2018: Bill finished reading 'Seven for a Secret'. Well plotted and 
written with historica and the UK is on the unblessed side of the division by a 



common tongue! A FB message that the workshops at Hadleigh French 
Weekend are also sold out, so that has sorted the Saturday options. (The 
workshops are usually pay and play). A success then, before a note is played,
and likely to snarl up Hadleigh's parking as effectively as community fireworks
did. Still an open question whether to even attempt the Friday evening. Bill 
played on the Tanglewood Dreadnought which had sounded odd last evening.
It is worn and needs a set up but plays well. The room at the White Horse 
often plays tricks with sound, (as do advancing years!) 

29th March 2018: Sheila working, Bill swimming. Pretty Grim practice 
cancelled.

30th March 2018: Grey then rainy. We popped out for some compost. Both 
knoodled a bit (some pieces do emerge eiethr individually or together from 
this). Bernard Loffet has died. Holly is coming to Everyman with us this 
evening. Melodeon.net TotM looks like being a fiddly twiddly French tune, 
remarkably unappealing and voted for by those who will mostly abstain from 
contributing upon its election. (There's a familiar story in there somewhere 
with a year to go). Laura Smyth & Ted Kemp Everyman Folk Club: 
excellent, as Steve D remarked, 'folk as it used to be'. Straightforward direct 
preformance of traditional music and song by skilled exponents who care 
about their role as tradition bearers. Interesting versions of 'The Suffolk 
Miracle' and 'Maria Marten'.Very strong and varied support from the floor. A 
great evening, if slightly flawed by a couple of contributions.

31st March 2018: More rain, compromise activity is lunch out at Thwaite. 
Excellent fare at The Walnut Tree (vegetarian pub restaurant), and very 
reasonably priced.

1st April 2018: the anniversary of the death of a friend which proved the 
catalyst for Bill to enter retirement. (xxL). Bill (part) sorted his pile of w.i.p.. 
Tune of the month is the Naragonia tune as predicted. The theme is 
mazurkas and Bill has a couple of ideas including a locally composed 
unrecorded tune which is coming along  in knoodling. We are unsure  about 
whether we can host The Crows next month, Sheila has family birthdays and
may be away.  Woolpack session was one of the most enjoyable 'mixed' 
sessions we have been to for months, not sure why but it worked in a poor 
space with lots of background chatter! Laura Smyth & Ted Kemp turned up 
for a quiet chat with family, which they achieved in the other room, (say they 



will bring instruments next time!) They didn't know there was a session on. 

2nd April 2018: Sheila swimming. Bill finished reading 'The Brotherhood 
of Book Hunters' by Raphael Jeusalmy. A good read, C14 mystery/arcane 
novel . He was prompted to have a look at Acoustic East website by a 
recent FB post.... Discovered that Laura Smyth is the librarian and archives 
director at the Vaughan Williams Library at Cecil Sharp House. Ideal for a 
straightforward folk singer in search of material!

3rd April 2018: a tramp around Woodbridge, some knoodling. Working on the
'mazurka'.

4th April 2018: Bill reading 'Quicksand' by Henning Mankell, on the nature of
being human and written after his diagnosis of cancer. Spent the rest of the 
day wrestling with a 'Linx' tablet which bricked on an update. Holly playing at 
Kirton tonight, (borrowed Bill's kit). SarahWi borrowed bass and bass amp to 
try. Wayward Session: another enjoyable evening, (must be something in 
the water), two 'irregulars' which added to the variety and a lot of good music 
was played fairly well shared around the room.

5th April 2018:Sheila to swim/gym. Holly feedback that the evening went 
well at Kirton. Bill's Linx tablet still causing problems. Such are the 
challenges of life in the 'I' era. Bill went for a 'maintenance' swim at Crown 
Pools in Ipswich. The pool is excellent but 'village' changing and the 
surrounding infrastructure are confusing and chaotic. This seems to be the 
model for the way Woodbridge pool is being modernised. We'll probably carry
on at Felixstowe (until that closes). Steamboat Session: Bill drove down, but 
there being no parking places within about 1/4 mile from the pub, came home
again. Watched fascinating documentary about Porton Down with Michael 
Mosely. And while on the subject of TV, BBC I player has Folk Aduaidh 
available for a month, (first shown in 2015). A history of folk music in Ulster 
and beyond from the harpists on the 18thC to the times beyond the troubles. 
Lots of archive footage and excellently put together.

6th April 2018: Sheila to centerparcs with family Bill recording on Becky 
Hamiltons project put back to Monday, (guessing that the studio time is grace 
and favour and over-ridden by paid engagement). Popped to John G's and 
did some work on three of the new songs, which  are beginning to come 
together. Needs band practice, but John says if three of us know what we are 



doing it will be fine! Submitted melnet theme tune 'Leaving Penny Lane' by 
Adam Garland. I suspect that the melnetters may be sniffy but Adam and 
Mike enjoyed it! Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic Club French Evening: Bill 
arrived early and caught each of the soundchecks. Val asked at the start if he 
would be writing about the evening, Bill replied that he would probably simply 
describe it as excellent, it was. Side-notes: Bill enjoyed a master class in 
(superfluous) digital sound engineering from his position in the room. The 
topic of the Bonzo Dog song 'Can Blue Men Sing the Whites' gently nudged 
Bill's response to the programme, which presented a hybrid French/English 
combination, an English trio and some long standing indigenous masters of 
the contemporary French folk tradition. Thank you to Simon and Val for  
organising, it is clear that the remainder of the weekend will be at least as 
good.

7th April 2018: Sheila enjoying centerparcs but confirmed would not be Bill's
thing. Bill to CBS then tinkering with sound files.  Had almost decided to give 
TotM a miss this month, but it may be do-able.  Chameleonic Morris were 
dancing in the Gran Massif many years ago and we met and enjoyed the 
playing of a young accordeon player who had been studying for five years 
locally and was moving to Paris to continue under a more advanced teacher. 
The best European Diatonique music emerges from this tradition of becoming
a musician and then a performer. Many English players are simply thrown a 
box and expected to 'play for dance' the following week, which they can, but 
thousands of boxes are in the hands of people who have no incentive or 
desire to move beyond a barely functional approach to their playing. No 
problem with that, in that it serves a purpose and gives pleasure but.... This is
a long winded way of saying that this month's tune by Naragonia is difficult to 
play both technically and rhythmically for a self taught hack, and will involve 
significant thought. Yesterday's tune took about twenty 'takes' before a 
reasonable twice through was achieved, this will be more!

8th April 2018: Bill managed to record and post 'Le Deux Freres' as TotM. 
The 'heroes' will probably be sniffy at his compromises, but he had a positive 
message back from a 'good talker'. (Melnet has °s of engagement reflected 
by descriptive titles). Otherwise knoodling to little effect. Practised for 
tomorrow's recording session with Becky and updated the dots for the new 
Bards tunes after last week's practise.

9th April 2018: Bill managed a pre breakfast swim, (along with rather a lot of 



other Easter break refugees from the holiday daytime programme). Enjoying 
the uploads to the French Weekend FB page. Some great moments 
captured.  Recorded guitar for Becky Hamilton's film project at Planet Music 
studio in Martlesham. Seemed to go well, and great fun to work in a studio 
and see how things are managed in the real world, (cf Bill's computer/camera
corner). Sheila is home so that a more purposeful approach to life is restored!
East Suffolk Morris practice: a somewhat shambolic evening, reminiscent of
'Last of the Summer's Wine' at times but good humoured and enjoyable. Last 
of the season with urgent pleas from the bagman for men to sign up to paid 
bookings. Good to hear that Adam G has been offered a job in his preferred 
destination in NZ, (local to some of Bill's distant cousins).

10th April 2018: Bill watched the Folk Awards on catch up. An annual 
confirmation that music is 'bizness' while celebrating some players surviving 
from the time before that was so. Great to see Paul Brady playing 
acoustically to great effect with a single condenser microphone, while the 
youngsters plugged in at every opportunity. Donal Lunny also excellent. For 
most of the remainder this is a chosen 'career' and this event a prize of 
plaudit. (Back into the box Bill). As a cleanser, over lunch, we watched the 
string final of the BBC Young Musician of the Year which is excellent, 
(inspirational even if we are a bit long in the tooth for it to be aspirational!) 
U3A Folk Group: Bucklesham Shannon: Rob and Leslie are unwell so the 
mantle fell to Richard C to lead the afternoon. Payment was excused,words 
and music allowed, and everybody answered to Dave. A grand time was had 
by all. The sun had emerged from the gloom of the day by the close, 
(metaphorically and physically). Three Horseshoes session: an excellent 
evening full of great (and sometimes challenging) tunes. Good to see Colin 
and Karen C as part of a substantial turnout. We may need to lose a table or 
two if the numbers keep rising (as they might as a separate simultaneous 
local session has apparently closed). 

11th April 2018: Funeral. (3/3 to date this year).

12th April 2018: Sheila swim, Bill a slow day with some knoodling resulting 
in 2nd post to the Melnet Mazurka theme, 'John Doherty's Mazurka'. Sheila to
Pretty Grim practice. Finished reading Henning Mankell's 'Quicksand' a few 
days ago, learnt little about 'what it means to be human' but share his 
concerns for the future.



13th April 2018: Bill finished reading 'Why Did You Lie' by Yrsa 
Sigurdardottir. Well crafted but severely overworked and the premise merited 
a short story rather than a novel. Just noticed in a blog interview with Wouter 
Kuyper, 'In Belgium in the last few years you can learn diato at several main 
stream music schools, and they require a third row with accidentals.' which 
ties in with observations earlier in the week about differences in approach 
between English and European approaches to to the instrument. We took 
bicycles to Walberswyk and cycled to Southwold for a tramp around. Sheila 
invigorated, Bill exhausted. Happy Sam Folk: Lynne Heraud & Pat Turner: 
longstanding friends from Broadstairs Folk Week, Lynne and Pat always 
present an excellent show. A diverting evening of songs ranging from ancient 
balladry to contemprary bawdy. Bill's attention wandering to the illuminated 
engine light and sputtering perfromance of his 'new' car which may prove to 
be a pig in a poke and confirm his preconception of used car businesses. We 
limped to a local garage and walked home from there. Hey Ho.

14th April 2018: Sheila's first words of the day on hearing of military action 
overnight - 'Oh shit'. We popped to the CBS, Bill found some excellent 
condition vinyl of Ton Van Bergyk, Ragtime Guitar, The Blue Sky Boys, (old 
time singing duo), and The Critics Group on Argo playing sea songs. Also a 
Tom Paxton songbook and a couple of thriller 'penny dreadfuls'. The garage 
report that the fault is the coil bloc ignition system so not as radical as feared 
but still not cheap. Error was requesting a diagnostic which added to the bill 
but re-assured that all else seems fine. Apparently these systems are mass 
produced, have a limited life before failing and Ford Puegeot and Vauxhall 
are regular offenders! Sorted for the moment! Re-instates weekend plans.

15th April 2018: Sheila walking at Ramsholt with family, Bill to Concertina 
Day at Roger D's. An excellent day with Roger delivering a workshop in two 
parts and a few tunes being played. Good to have Kit as a new attender, 
excellent 'Irish style' playing. Bill's boxes the poor relations of the table but 
that is his philosophy. Woolpack Session: crowded and chaotic, (even with 
half a dozen absentees). Socially successful but a victim of its own success, 
Roy noticed that there was an imbalance of contributions (effectively the 
'pushy' prevailing).

16th April 2018: the car engine warning notice has re-appeared  while Bill 
driving to swim so car returned to the garage! Outcome, the new plugs were 
not properly set, but have become fouled even on only a day driving which 



the garage suggested was cheap petrol with plastics in the additives which 
coat the plugs. so far so good. Refilled with 'super' to dilute out the grot and 
hope for the best. East Suffolk Morris Men: Thornbank & Woolpack 
Ipswich : the first outing usually includes a care home, latterly Thornbank.  A 
short set on carpet in a hot room and on to the Woolpack for a longer set with
rest breaks! Music after the set didn't really get off the ground but entertained 
those present sufficiently to pass muster.

17th April 2018: Bill managed to drive to Felixstowe for a swim before the car
fault re-appeared, limped back and returned to garage. Sheila to meeting in 
Colchester. Cylinder Head Gasket and all the trimmings, (which was the 
original thought), a carless week and a large invoice. Grumpy message sent 
to Kesgrave Cars. Meanwhile re-arranging practice and Woodbridge gig 
arrangements.  

18th April 2018: Bill watched each of the four episodes of The City and The 
City BBC adaptation while sheila went to the gym. An interesting concept and
Cina Mieville's book look to be worth exploring. Then finished reading A Dark 
so Deadly by Stuart McBride, a more considered and crafted book than most
of his that Bill has previously read. Hot day, high pollen count, hay fever 
kicked in.

19th April 2018: Sheila working then swimming, Bill swimming. Bill had 
advertised a Djembe on Gumtree which sold for the price of a year's tickets 
for Everyman Folk Club. THe garage have completed work on the car four 
days before their anticipated delivery date, (it had apparently already 
previously had similar work done and badly finished!) Unravelled the 
arranged 'lifts to gig' on Sunday. Holly came to tee. Sheila to Pretty Grim.

20th April 2017: Sheila to Yoga, Bill finished reading insidious Intentions by 
Val McDermid. Henley Folk Night: Mike Briggs Birthday Party on the eve 
of Mike and Kay's wedding, invited guests including significant family input, 
Mc2, Mike and Hugh, The Kettle Girls and Peter Kerr's Band. An enjoyable 
evening had by all.

21st April 2018: Sheila with Pretty Grim to Frost Van Doorn Day organised 
by Royal Liberty Morris with about a dozen other sides leaving Bill to his 
own devices and CBS, visiting a work colleague, practising for tomorrow's 
Bards gig. Started The End Game by David Baldacci, lean clean writing if 



predictable.

22nd April 2018: Bill to Bards gig in Woodbridge. Stagetimes of 12.15 and 
3pm had been altered to 1.20 and 3.50 in time to publish in the programme 
but without notice to the band. We played the first set, great PA and 
soundman, who was then instructed to reduce the volume from barely audible
but ok, to an inaudible level. Pete seemed happy to compromise and stay, but
Bill left, and will probably pass these (no reward) LifeArts gigs to John and Jo 
and anyone else prepared to be royally messed with. The first set was good, 
and doubtless John will say the second one was also. (He had been reluctant
to negotiate alternative timings even though the stage was vacant for the 
originally booked times! Sheila to an afternoon old time session at Bob's 
which Bill would have otherwise have prioritised. A good afternoon not to be 
stuck in an esoteric trade fair for six hours.

23rd April 2018: Happy Birthday Derek. Sheila swimming, Bill'nSheila tune-
up', Bill swim, John G confirmed the second set went well. East Suffolk 
Morris: The Dove -St George's Day, and the award of the local CAMRA Pub 
of the Year to Karen and Adie (again).

24th April 2018: Booked the car in to adjust the tappets after last week's 
work. U3A Folk Music Group: Lord Nelson: Ipswich a good turnout for 
Ipswich! Although about a third of the group left during the afternoon.  THe 
difficulty with what might otherwise be a good environment is that it comprises
a part of a busy roundabout with heavy traffic passing within inches of the pub
on a continuous basis. We made the best of things. Tattingstone White 
Horse Bluegrass/Old Time session: an evening in two parts, the first hour 
was predominantly old folks chatting about their experiences at the Sore 
Fingers Week at Easter, Orwell Bluegrass, and generally putting the world to 
rights, with very little music being played. (Arnie left as Bill was thinking about
so doing!) The second part of the evening was very enjoyable, filled with 
tunes and song with a mix of 'take a break' around the room and 'playing 
together'. Good to see Rex out, sad that the couple who have invested so 
much of their time and money into transforming the pub are moving on in 
June (for health reasons). The new lease was signed on Monday. Doc Chris 
has bought himself a Martin Shenandoah guitar.

25th April 2018:Sheila to gym. Bill picked up copies of family tree research 
showing that he has great great grandfathers in Shetland and 



Clackmannanshire, then lots of Liverpool roots along his paternal line. 
Running through the song list to see what has fallen from currency, 
(memeory). Some excellent pictures of Bill amongst those which Dave 
Markwell took on Monday night. They fit well with the pictures taken in Turkey
twenty years ago, except the waist is wider and the beard paled to grey! 
Booked a couple of guitars in with Colin Fulton for fretdress and tweaks, will 
drop off on the way to Everyman on Friday. 

26th April 2018: Bill's car to garage for final tweaks. Sheila working. Notice 
that Pieces of Eight are re-uniting after twenty years and will be entering the 
Chorus Cup on Sunday. (Note to Simon: might be a good support slot if it 
lasts long enough for one to be free!) Bill swimming. Steamboat Session: 
well atended and excellent contributions but largely a round of party pieces 
with occasional tunes. Successful in limited terms and Bill felt no incentive to 
contribute, (accompanied Sophie on a song,  but otherwise only played in 
support). Lagabag Morris have officially wound up at the last general 
meeting of the side (per Sophie).

27th April 2018: Happy Birthday Rowan. Popped Bill's (bluegrass) guitar in 
at Colin's for fret dressing, (played intermittently but hard). The garden fox 
paid a daytime visit during the rain. Everyman Folk Club: Crows were 
excellent.  We picked up an e-mail at about four pm that we had a spot so a 
quick run through and discussion resulted in our playing 'Woman be Wise' 
and 'Falling'. Excellent folk songs both, seemed to go down well. Crows sang
a version of the 'twa magicians'. Bill is presently reading a book about the 
history of druidism and reached the part today describing the story of 
Ceridwen and Gwion Bach, which seems to reflect the detail of the song (and 
which resulted in the birth of Taliesin), synchronicity!

28th April 2018: A lazy day, (which means Bill only knoodled for a while), 
Sheila out for girls evening in at Claire's. Opportunity cost Pretty Grim at 
Bungay Day of Dance, (Rumburgh Morris), apparently a soggy day and poor 
for parking!

29th April 2018: We dropped in at Debbie and David's BBQ, (indoor buffet) to
celebrate Debbie's birthday tomorrow. Caught up with news of the new 
Hadleigh 'Morris' side which Emily has started. About 15 members including 
four musicians, (looking for a squeezebox player, as is Westrefelda). She 
has apparently asked whether they can dance  with East Suffolk Morris in 



July at the Cock Inn Hadleigh. Peacock colours and six dances in the 
repertoire so far. Duke of York session: started off with four of us joining in 
with each other and sharing, (playing together),music and songs on a 
collegiate basis which continued as numbers increased to a dozen plus. The 
evening worked well and was very enjoyable. Doubtless 'normal' rules will 
apply next time out! Opportunity cost, Chorus Cup competition.  Pieces of 
Eight did not win, (probably sick as parrots), congrats to Alvar and co. The 
session at Blaxhall may be one reason why the Duke of York could be so 
enjoyable. Issues removed are problems solved, (pro tem)!

30th April 2018: Bill to swimming, (John G told me I won't see 70! Thanks 
John).  Some positive feedback posted about our floor spot at Everyman 
which is good to receive. Sam Lee programme about the Song Hunters in 
England on R4, (listen again), nothing new but well presented. Bill recorded 
the prospective Melnet Tune of the Month, which is Tip Top Polka. Good to 
see a 'melodeon' tune in the running alongside more esoteric offerings. Bill 
has eventually ordered Steve Roud's 'FolkSong in England' having found it at 
an acceptable price online.

1st May 2018: Mayday: East Suffolk Morris were dancing at Felixstowe 
while Bill was sleeping. Then on to breakfast at Bramford, dancing at Barham 
and back to Foxhall to dance at the Day Centre, (all before 11am). Rather 
them than....... The Today Programme had a five minute slot with Ben from 
Hammersmith Morris and also with a teacher of Morris and other traditions, 
extolling the vigour of the dance which is attracting young people to learn, 
and that 'it is not all beards and beer bellies' nowadays. When we danced in 
Lithuania the local dance groups retired its members from performance in 
their mid to late teens to preserve a 'saleable' image in presentation. 
Wherever we travelled as a Morris side, the fact that 'men of an age' continue
to dance in a social tradition was admired and had value. While we have long 
been asking 'Where did all the young men go', it may be worth remembering 
that for most people time is a forward march, but that our passions and 
entitlement to exercise them, however gently, remain undimmed. A tradition 
survives and evolves through its bearers and practitioners. (Who are then set 
afloat in flames on longships at their passing). Bill posted Tip Top Polka to 
melnet.  Sheila swimming. R4 The Instrument Makers: featured Roger 
Bucknall, (Fylde) with Martin Simpson and Richard Haughley, a very 
enjoyable programme. Richard Haughley described his delight at reaching a 
point in his playing and career where he could invest in a bespoke hand 



made guitar. In the hands of lesser mortals........ Rare personal view: it is 
sometimes frustrating to see these instruments purchased as trophies on 
windfall or retirement. The point was made that the instruments will usually 
outlive their owners, (and may perhaps then be 'played'). Either way they give
joy! Next week Emmanuelle Pariselle, builder of accordeon diatonique, 
(melodeons are a related but different animal). Melnet Theme of the Month 
is tunes from America, so a chance to work up 'Walnut Gap' by "Snake" 
Chapman and post.

2nd May 2018: Sheila to gym, Bill listened to Glostrad Podcast about 
Gloucestershire fiddlers featuring Paul Burgess, very interesting, this is #3 so 
two to catch up on. Also watched an interview with Ry Cooder, fascinating. 
Sheila working pm, Bill popped to John G's for a cuppa. David and Sheila 
Haskins are playing at the Carlford Moot tonight, Best wishes. Wayward 
Session: Shottisham Sorrel Horse. An excellent turnout and good mix of 
music shared in fine spririts.

3rd May 2018:Bill had a look at the EATMT website, no confirmation of 
change rumoured to be in the wind. Mardles website places Tattingstone in 
Essex. Knoodled through more of the song list.

4th May 2018: Excellent short film, 'Hell's Bells' on Vimeo, horrific fun, link 
through Morris Ring FB. Suffolk Folk FB now has Mardles.org as profile 
picture, so perhaps no longer discrete organisations? Steve Roud's Folk 
Song in England has arrived, more of a brick than a book! Opportunity cost 
for the day is Folkus French Bal with Bof.

5th May 2018: Needham CBS. Bill finished reading 'The Mountain' by Luca 
D'Andrea, an excellent debut novel with twists and turns galore, the last of 
which was carefully but clumsily telegraphed, but that aside, excellent. 
Noticed yesterday that the Suffolk Folk FB page profile had changed to 
Mardles.org. Today the reason became apparent, as we are invited to 
Suffolk Folk AGM, where it is proposed that Suffolk Folk and all its assets 
should become part of Mardles.org.  Suffolk Folk is a non profit making 
membership organisation. The 'about us' section of Mardles.org lists a 
number of people as being 'in' Mardles.org which appears to be a website, 
privately published which will invite (free) subscription, elsewhere described 
as an 'organisation' which will be run by a steering comittee 'in the first 
instance' comprising recent Suffolk Folk committee members. It is not clear 



whether a continued relationship wth EFDSS by affiliation is intended, or how 
the website/organisation is 'accountable'. Effectively the proposal will wind up 
Suffolk Folk and dispose of remaining assets. David E had a long concerned 
conversation with Bill about a year ago when the informal demise of Suffolk 
Folk was mooted, he is now 'in' Mardles.org. The proposal may be described 
in greater detail in the agenda for the Suffolk Folk AGM which will be 
published on 1st June. To have a view there must be an interest.... as a 
nominal 'member' of Suffolk Folk that has waned of late. Let the future be. 
With thanks to those who still care enough to engage.

6th May 2018: Bill read 'The Late Show' by Michael Connelly cover to cover, 
a return to police procedural with a new protagonist and excellent storytelling.
That aside, very hot, missed the Alexandra Park Festival with the return of 
Grandma's Bike.(Sorry Colin).

7th May 2018: Sheila to Spring Wood for an hour or so and gardening the 
balance of the day, Bill emerged from his miasmic stupor to play for East 
Suffolk Morris Men at Naughton and Mendlesham, caught up with a few 
friends at Mendlesham.

8th May 2018: Bill listened to part 2 of the The Song Hunters with Sam Lee 
on R4 listen again, and also The Instrument Makers with Andy Cutting,Katy 
Howson and Emmanuelle Pariselle. Hand aching after yesterday playing for 
morris, street playing makes greater physical demands than home and 
session playing. Andy Cutting's views on players and musicians expressed 
in the final five minutes accord closely with Bill's take on that subject. Colin 
rang to confirm the Tanglewood is ready, pick up tomorrow. Sheila is away 
this weekend, Bill confirmed his availability to steward at Orwell Bluegrass 
this year with Sue McC, looks as though he will be there for most of the 
weekend, (save when attending Pete Coe concert at Happy Sam on Friday. A
triple clash but no contest!) U3A Trimley Half Moon: moderately well 
supported given a blazing sunny day and alternative attractions. Relaxed and 
enjoyable. Barry Cook has died, musician with Colchester Morris and a well 
of inspiration for musicians from the days of the folk revival in the 1950's . A 
gentle man of folk with a huge accordion and seemingly endless repertoire of 
good tunes played well. Fordham session: Barry was a regular at Fordham 
and those present were sad to hear the news, nonetheless the evening was 
an enjoyable mix, with an international theme as we played through tunes 
from around the world. Good to see Colin and Karen out again, Karen with a 



new banjo and Colin a new concertina, (a Kensington from Maryland). Bill 
finished reading 'A Brief History of the Druids' by Peter Beresford Ellis, well 
researched and presented, apparently with the lay reader in mind.....also 'The
THirst' by Jo Nesbo, the latest Harry Hole outing, very scandi noir/crossroads 
motel.

9th May 2018: Sheila gym, Bill picked up the Tanglewood from Colin F and 
then went swimming.Dropped the Fylde in for similar work. Conclusion, it is 
probable that using Paige capos on the three fretworn guitars has contributed
to friction wear as they fit tightly and hard, and there may be a tendency to 
overtorque them increasing the pressured movement of the string on the fret 
when played. They are good for preserving intonation but the Shubb covers 
both bases with less damage.

10th May 2018: Sheila working/swimming. Bill logged in to Orwell Bluegrass 
Festival and collected 'steward' kit, shift on the gate. This may be the last 
OBF, (as last year). Significant ambivelance about the mainstage format and 
artists from hardened regulars, probably not the deciding factor in the 
popularity of the event.  Went back in the evening hoping for a friendly playing
session, almost left as none happening, but then joined in what became a 
'because I can' group, a reminder why the Little Bentley session remains 
unattractive despite some excellent musicians playing well, (see reference to 
Andy Cutting's expressed views above). Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

11th May 2018: Bill dropped Sheila at station, (she is away for the weekend),
and went on to Orwell Bluegrass Festival, a shift on the entrance gate 
knoodling on the mandolin and a shift by the mainstage. The knoodling was 
more fun! Best band of the afternoon were Alden Patterson and Dashwood, 
(who are not bluegrass) and who rehearse their material to the point of 
sterility, the balance were popular but dull. A quick break and tea then to 
Happy Sam: Pete Coe: a wonderful evening of song, music and anecdote 
from a seasoned muscian with a long and illustrious history in folk 
performance, history and the collection and transformation of the old songs. 
Graham salts the audience with people who want to 'perform', and who can 
bend the evening to his original vision. Bill was happy to sit at the back and 
enjoy listening. At last Bill's overdue retirement present 'to self' may be in 
process, (but not holding his breath).

12th May 2018: Bill to CBS then on to Orwell BF. Almost to end of first shift 



when migraine haze kicked in so abandoned ship for the day, there is 
sufficient cover. Malvern Hillbillies as an old time band held their own on the
bluegrass mainstage, (shame about the dungarees). Lunch Special played 
well but suffered with tension and iffy sound for most of the set, great 
promise.

13th May 2018: A hectic morning in non musical terms so Bill diverted himself
by recording and posting 'The Beautiful Goldfinch' on the beat up Bb/F 
concertina. Some positive responses. Off to Orwell Bluegrass in time for a 
roast lunch and duty at the afternoon concert, both of which were excellent. 
Particular mention in despatches for Lewis Cohen and Bruno Pichter for an
excellent set, easily holding the mainstage audience (as a seated duo). Great
skills. Joe Hymas gave Bill a copy of Jolene's CD, as yet unheard but no 
qualms that it will be excellent.

14th May 2018: Bill knoodling then swimming. Seemingly The Bards are 
undertaking a two hour 100 mile round tripto play for 30 minutes at Southend 
in a week or so!  perhaps there should be minimum criteria for taking gigs. 
Sheila is back from Bournemouth. East Suffolk Morris Men: The Railway 
Inn Framlingham: apparntly chosen as they were very welcoming at the 
recent 'ring meeting'. Very small dance space, David D, Bill and Dick 
musicians. Went well and the music for the dance very enjoyable, Bill left on 
that high note.

15th May 2018: Lazy morning, to Colchester pm, Bill for a tramp while Sheila 
at a meeting. Bill currently reading 'The Dante Trap' by Arnau Delalonde and 
working through Steve Roud's Folksong in England.

16th May 2018: Bill to dentist, Sheila working then swimming. Thought about
the Blaxhall Ship session but the reward/effort equation didn't compute. 

17th May 2018: Bill to Colin's to collect the fret-dressed Fylde, succombed 
and bought the babinga and bearclaw spruce guitar which Colin had been 
using as a demonstrator. Now to weed out the fleet. (For sale: Tanglewood 
TW1000 dreadnought, an Ozark steel body resonator with pick up, a Johnson
O/Parlour guitar. The Yamaha 12 string FG 150 red label, maybe at the right 
price. Onto gumtree shortly. Holly came to tea and has borrowed a mandolin 
which was also due to go, on her way to the studio to tweak the new CD. 
Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.



18th May 2018: Bill recorded and posted Blue River Waltz by Jay Ungar as a
Melnet Theme of the Month entry, positive responses received.U3A 30th 
Birthday Party at Woodbridge, one of a number of events. Chaotic start as 
venue not open and key had to be acquired. We represented the traditional 
music group along with Eric B, we sang a couple of songs, Eric played the 
Psaltery. Good to catch up with Chris Y who now lives about a half mile from 
us and is a member of the StrumEast ukelele group. Had thought to go to the
Folk & Ale tomorrow, but had forgotten that East Suffolk Morris have a 
commitment which will take most of the day.

19th May 2018: Sheila to Cambridge for a meeting, Bill giving morris a miss,

enough musicians in contention without him. Popped over to the Song and 

Ale at Hacheston, had a chat with Paddy B. Spent less than a minute in 

session and came home, horses for courses. A lovely hall and field but not 

the place to genuflect indoors on a glorious day.

20th May 2018: We went to Weird and Wonderful Wood, (opportunity cost 

Bob's Old Time Session, sorry Bob). An enjoyable tramp around, good to 

see folk friends and also Rowan and Honor unusually sharing a day off 

together. Bill finished reading the Dante Trap, the final twist had been 

telegraphed fairly early on, but a captivating period yarn set in C18 Venice. 

struggling a bit with Roud's Folk Song book, about half way through the 

'brick'. This is a booksaid to be intended to be 'read' rather than filed as a 

reference tome, but some parts are quite heavy going for a recreational folkie.

Woolpack Session: an enjoyable evening with a mixture of folk/pop/sea-

songs shared among friends with no agendas. Bill posted the Tanglewood 

Earth 1000 on Gumtree, mixed feelings, it is a 'friend' of long standing.

21st May 2018: Sheila swimming, Bill swimming and catch up with JG. Bill 

left his picks and capo at the Woolpack last evening, grateful for Kelly finding 

it and now collected. East Suffolk Morris at Kettleburgh, opportunity cost as 

a step to far for brief attendance. Given that the coach tour is next week, (Bill 

not going) , and the 'foreign' trip to the Cotswolds, (Bill not going), looks like 

the start of a month's lay-off, which may be filled by Bards and other activity. 



New penny dreadful is 'No Middle Name', Lee Child's short stories. Very well 

written.

22nd May 2018: A lazy day. Bill finished reading 'No Middle Name'. Played 

the new guitar for a while, piggled in the garden, and is now well into the 

second half of Roud's 'brick' as it may soon be universally re-named. 

Interesting sections on social singing and the development of the Music Hall 

as a venue out of a social singing background in the C19. Some descriptions 

of the social sessions could easily be transplanted to the present day, the 

good bits and the rest! Brief e-correspondence with Simon H about Mardles. 

Sorry to miss Red Velvet at Hadleigh FAC next week but the Pig's Ear 

Folk'nAle with Jez Lowe and Granny's Attic conflict. Opportunity cost for 

today, Roger's 'at home' which is usually a clash and which we have not yet 

managed to attend.

23rd May 2018: Bards of the Heath practice at JG's in preparation for the 

Beltane Picnic at Hadleigh Park on Sunday. Bill catching lift with Des. A long 

round trip for a short set, hey ho.

24th May 2018:a hectic day in almost every sense but music. Minor 

knoodling in between busyness. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

25th May 2018: Bill swim/sheila yoga. We had a front room run through a 

dozen or so American songs in the afternoon. Everyman Folk Club: James 

Hickman and Dan Cassidy: a fantastic evening with James and Dan playing

a range of music from folk, hot swing, bluegrass and their own material. How 

did we not know about them before. High quality low profile. James teaches 

guitar, but he is based in Shrewsbury!

26th May 2018: Bill spent a singnificant part of the day knoodling and working

on tricks, licks and barebones on the guitar inspired by James Hickman's 

playing last evening.

27th May 2018: Sheila to Helmingham Hall, Bill with Des to Hadleigh Park 

(Essex) to play music with Bards of the Heath. A blazing hot day, and a fairly

short set but good fun and well received, almost the full band and a joy to 



have PA and an excellent soundman, (thank you). There may be a new side 

project in gestation as both Des and Bill would like new opportunities to play 

music. Duke of York session had a 'front porch' feel about it with a lot of 

sharing and swapping of songs and tunes, and even the usual competitors 

were in restrained mood, (it had been a hot day!)

28th May 2018: Sheila out to Felixstowe for the day with family, Bill 

knoodling. Could have gone on the East Suffolk Morris Deben Tour but 

eight hours around Suffolk on a coach with no escape in extremis, no thanks. 

Bill has never joined the bank holiday tour since it adopted charabanc mode.

29th May 2018: Bill went to the pool to discover about 200 queuing for 

inflatable fun, half term and he hadn't noticed! Finished reading Rose of Tibet 

by Lionel Davidson. A good period page turner by a decorated but unfavoured

genre author. Sheila to Colchester. Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass 

Session: half a dozen folk swapping tunes and songs, very enjoyable.  Lots 

of 'off message' material, (ok for the mainstage but not the purists!).

30th May 2018: Missed the dustbinmen (again)! Bill working on and  posted 

the likely ToTM (May Reel 1 by Paul Sartin). Sheila to chiropracter. Update 

that the Bards of the Heath Harmony Festival appearance in July is 

cancelled, (no indication why but seemingly a mix of the personal and 

financial). Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Wayward Session. An enjoyable mix 

of music and friendship.

At this point network connection to BT was lost and reported, eventually 

restored, we think, 1st June early evening.

31st May 2018: Bill had a swim and packed for The Pig's Ear Folk Ale. 

Regrettably missed Barry's funeral in Colchester but a lot going on.Sheila to 

Colchester early evening for a lecture. Opportunity cost Steamboat Session 

but not in the mood.

1st June 2018: to The Pig's Ear Folk Ale, which started last evening. 

Caught Jez Lowe in concert, almost a parody of his younger self and all the 

songs sound the same, but a very nice guy. Caught up with Laurel.



2nd June 2018: Enjoyed Bob Kenward and Steve Moreham's set in 

concert, and Granny's Attic were excellent. Missouri Gutts predictable but 

passable as a late night pub band slot.

3rd June 2018: we left the Folk Ale, stopping off for lunch with Sheila's 

brother and arriving home to find the internet restored. Meanwhile East 

Suffolk Morris Men spent the weekend dancing at "Morris" villages in the 

Cotswolds, see ESMM FB for details. Opportunity cost but the less attractive 

option.

Books completed during the weekend: Chaos by Patricia Cornwell, an 

introspective narcisisstic trudge, and The Fourth Sacrifice by Peter May, a 

library discard so out of order but a cracking yarn with a clever undisclosed 

twist at the end.

4th June 2018: Bill started reading Hakan Nesser's  'The Weeping Girl'. We 

both went swimming at our respective pools, caught up with JG. Tom and 

Annie are playing at Kirton White Horse on Wednesday. Bill's project this 

week is to refresh tunes for barn dance 'stand in' with Inertia Reel on 

Staurday at Earl Soham, and to refresh Bards material for Monday at 

Shottisham. Listening to classic Velvet Underground and thinking....

5th June 2018: a strange day, in between domestic crises Bill managed to 

refresh a few tunes for Saturday and sell the Tanglewood (on gumtree) for the

asking price -10% to an enthusiast who may turn up at local sessions and folk

clubs now he knows where to look!

6th June 2018: Sheila working, we both swam at our respective venues. Bill 

popped to JG's to talk over the Shottisham Bardsets next week.Sheila 

missed Pretty Grim at the Griffin. Bill finished reading The Weeping Girl.

9th June 2018: Bill had a great time 'depping' with Inertia Reel at Earl 

Soham. Almost regretting ceasing  playing for dance on a formal basis, but 

then an e-mail winged in asking seeking a band for a date in December, 

realised why 'depping' and social playing is a better fit for life. Finished 



reading 'Dark Matter' by Greg Iles, a cracking yarn. Fixed dodgy microphone 

lead.

11th June 2018: Bill swimming and catch up with JG, Bards of the Heath 

Sorrel Horse Shottisham with support form Meg Burrows Band. Meg 

Burrows strong in support, expecting solo but she brought a band so a bit 

cramped at the front. One of a coterie of local performers with high 

aspirations and a class act who are around at the moment. The Bardsets 

were someting of a mixed bag. JG's voice failed towards the end of the first 

set but recovered so that the second was stronger. Full band out on this 

occasion, lack of proper rehearsal felt by Bill, others seem to be indifferent. 

Pete has bought himself (another) Lowden, but will be clearing out at the 

forthcoming Diss musical instrument sale. Hippyfest is cancelled so one less 

gig this year.

12th June 2018: A couple of new songs in preparation, moved a longstanding

w.i.p down a tone which makes it viable. Fordham Session somewhat bitty 

on this evening but still worth the trip. Always something new and challenging 

to join in with or bring home.

13th June 2018: Processed and posted a Meg Burrows song from Monday, 

(Black is the Colour). She calls it a cover and is keen not to offend, but it has 

been around for as long as I have had the interest. Christy Moore received it 

from Hamish Imlach but now it seems to have been biznecized by a new 

wave of copyright claiming royalty hunting pop folksters, (pseud). Also posted 

Becky Hamilton's theme 'Bob's Hornpipe' from her recent film project, 

arranged for melodeon.

14th June 2018: Bill had a swim, plunked for most of the day. Posted 'The 

Red Road' BotH from Monday at Shottisham, (included some Black Elk 

quotes to supplemnet the lyrics). Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

15th June 2018: HBtB, officially a senior citizen!  Urban Folk Quartet:The 

Froize this evening. Phenomenal musical skills turned present a couple of 

rather pushy sets of 70's prog rock based on folk riffs, (save for the Spanish 



song). The audience loved it, just too loud, contrived and alien to Bill's taste, 

(Sheila got up and danced towards the end). Confirmation that even in the 

best musical and technical hands expensive amplified instruments can sound 

like s**t. Great for watching process, and Dan and Paloma are phenomenal 

and enjoyable in other guises.

16th June 2018: Sheila dancing at Orford Castle with Pretty Grim Morris 

alonside Point Devis. Bill playing with Bards of the Heath at Gislingham at a

private party to celebrate an 80th birthday. A family gathering and a most 

enjoyable afternoon exploring our repertoire, including some of the okie folkie 

songs, drinking tea and eating strawberries. Turns out the lady of the house 

was on the Towersey Folk Festival committee in the days when it was a 

village festival! Opportunity cost 'Folk at the Boat', no great loss.

17th June 2018: Pretty Grim danced at Woodbridge Regatta turn on turn 

with Felix Stowaways shanty crew. Bill has decided that his expectations are 

obviously set too high, reducing them may increase the pleasure to be 

derived from performers within the locality. The shanty crew brought their own

pa with individual microphones which affected their presentation and the 

'wellie' that drives this form of work song (adversely). PG were treading water.

Bill was dog-sitting! Opportunity cost Spread Eagle Session. We didn't make

the Woolpack Session either. Bill finished reading "Linda,as in the Linda 

Murder", by Lief Persson. Always an of beat response from a writer who 

understands his subject and the culture within which it operates.

18th June 2018: Bill swim, catch up with JG. Noticed that FolkEast and 

Alan Bearman Music are promoting a series of 'FolkBiz' concerts locally 

positioned in direct competition to Folk Clubs. Add these to the Froize FE 

collaboration, (including Halesworth Cut),and the Snape weekend and it feels

as though FE should substitute the 'sun' in their logo with the 'Deathstar'. (A 

personal view of the continuing advance of FolkBiz). We will probably attend 

some of the concerts, but without prejudicing support for Everyman and 

Hadleigh FCs for as long as they can hold the line.  East Suffolk Morris 



Bacton Bull. Bill made the effort and enjoyed sitting in the garden and 

catching up with friends. The boxes came out of the car but not out of their 

bags, feeling ambivelant whether to continue active membership (a fleeting 

emotional response). Chatted with David E about tomorrow's meeting of 

Suffolk Folk. The constitutional basis for SF remains uncertain after it made 

a questionably legitimate decision to abandon the constitution it inherited from

the EFDSS local committees, favouring a single paragraph statement of 

purpose, (and thereby abandoning governance and wind up provisions). The 

model for the future is now a (commercial) web based product. The issues 

facing Suffolk Folk tomorrow evening are how to properly disburse the funds 

held on behalf of the membership, and formally close the organisation down. 

Back in the box Bill. 

19th June 2018: an interesting FB exchange with Simon H, starting point the

Blaxhall concerts, (see above). Simon may occasionally post snippets from 

this page on a part of the Mardles web page, (hopefully in context). (David E 

made a similar request last year regarding his morris column so a risk of 

over-exposure, but hey ho). Bill now finished the Roud brick,  the two most 

interesting parts of the book written by Julia Bishop about the music, rather 

than the trawl through the remains of the soul of a lifelong librarian which the 

balance of the book comprises. A renewed quest to sell an updated definition 

of the answer to the question 'What is folk?', to which one is tempted to reply 

'42'. A worthy effort but Bert Lloyd's book of the same name was a better 

read, partly by virtue of its evident flaws. U3A Folk Music group: Shepherd &

Dog Hollesley with Alan Day as local colour with monologues and concertina.

Very enjoyable 'round the room', because people value their space to explore,

and respect each other's contribution. (Unlike most formal RtR sessions). 

20th June 2018:ongoing folk related discussions with Simon H on 

messenger. We had a brief Bill'nSheila play through some tunes. Blaxhall 

Ship session:  Bill attended, and this would have matched expectations to 

the casual observer, a chaired 'round the room' with a mix of song, step,tune 



and skit. A bakers dozen of players on midsummer's eve. An enjoyable 

evening but....(and there had to be one), feeling rather like a period role play 

or tableaux. The Ship does still attract and inspire folkies from around the 

country, tales are told of informal visitors transforming otherwise quiet 

evenings, just a bit of a step to be there on the off chance. Large posters 

promoting AB's Blaxhall Sessions series of concerts. Nuff said above, now 

just to wait and see. Bill finished reading 'Defectors' by Joseph Kanon a 

claustrophobic yarn set in cold war Russia with an unsatisfactory conclusion.

21st June 2018: Sheila working, Bill to Dentist and swimming. Spotify journey

this week: chance conversation about John Mayall and Bluesville at the 

Manor Ballroom in the 60's as the starting point through the John Renbourn, 

Fahey and James to Pete Berryman who reprised the Pie in the Sky 

repertoire with John James on YT recently and is still playing solo and with 

Wizz & Simeon Jones. Where next. Bill finished reading 'By its cover' by 

Donna Leon whose novels about Commisario Brunetti are parables of ethics 

as much as police procedural novels. 

22nd June 2018: Bill reading ';On the Bone' by Barbara Nadel. Sheila to 

Yoga and working, so Bill knoodled with the camera on and has posted Guy 

Clark's 'Stuff that works' as a drawly Americana, and Tune from Guadeloupe 

which he recommended to Rob N for the Tune from around the world concert 

which the Valiant Band are presenting at Sidmouth this year. Not sure how 

much of the Blaxhall Midsummer Weekend we will get to.  Booked to Jacqui 

Dankworth in Ipswich on Sunday night and Sheila to a jazz singing workshop 

tomorrow.  Blaxhall Ship: Pretty Grim Morris & Sound Tradition: an 

enjoyable way to spend a summers evening. Most of PG turned up on time, 

the show was appreciated. Sound Tradition sang a set and Moose Rosser set

the singaround moving counter clockwise or Widdershins, which in the old 

days might have cleared the pub! Once round and a second ST set later we 

made for home. Some glorious singing, (and the rest), but sincere and 



delivering the joy of an occasional pause in time. THe evening was relatively 

young but could offer us no more.

23rd June 2018: Sheila to jazz singing workshop which was good even 

given logistical difficulties. Bill posted a Pretty Grim Morris video to FB . We 

forwent folk this evening in favour of the Ipswich Symphony Orchestra with 

The  Planets, The Lark Ascending and The Suite from Henry V. A long time 

since we went to an orchestral concert. Great fun.Holly is thinking of taking up

the Anglo! THe Broadstairs Folk Week programme landed on the mat, 

excellent lineup.

24th June 2018:Sheila bottling beer, Bill popped out to Blaxhall where 

Martin Wyndham Read and Iris Bishop delivered two hours of musical 

magic, including Iris playing Tommy Williams' Springtime in Battersea on her 

duet concertina. A select but appreciative audience were delighted. Bill 

popped to the Arbor House  this afternoon to see Simon Hurley and Rob 

Palmer as a guitar/bass duo within the Ipswich Jazz Festival. Fantastic 

musicianship and exploratory dynamics but an hour was enough. Jaqui 

Dankworth and Charlie Wood with Chris Allard on guitar closed the 

Ipswich Jazz Festival 2018 and were our big treat for the weekend. Well 

worth the effort, a fantastic show, also catching up with Neil Bateman who 

organises the event, Stephen Foster, and a couple of friends from work days 

looking well and enjoying themselves. I suspect the Jazz Festival may take 

precedence noxt year with some fantastic free events and  world class 

concerts.

25th June 2018: Sheila gym (new programme), Bill swim and catch up with 

JG. Bill had a look at Jacqui Dankworth/Charlie Woods albums and the 

concert basically played through a 2016 duet CD. This included about five 

songs which we (B & S) have played so we started to run through, (refresh), 

our 'faux' jazz pieces.Also Sheila is working on a William Byrd tune which 

may find its way into joint repertoire, (and TotM), at some time. No morris on 

this evening so a respite prior to a busy musical week.



26th June 2018: another new tune on the to do list, a Swedish brudspolska 

sourced from the rabbit hole of the internet, Sharon Shannon-Molly Tuttle-

Lena Jonsson. Sheila to Colchester pm but too hot to wander. Tattingstone 

White Horse: Bluegrass session: Half a dozen players, 2 banjos, guitar, 

fiddle, autoharp and bull bass, one audience member who borrowed a guitar 

and had a go, thanks Gary, see you next time.  (Bill accidentally took the 

Fylde out last evening. It played well and sounded excellent. Thanks 

Colin.)Thank you also to present hosts now departing and the hope that the 

fact that we are in the diary to the end of the year will mean that we are still 

welcome under new management. The evening was very relaxed and 

enjoyable. Interesting response from SimonH that four days notice is 'too late'

to enter an event in Mardles online, (I think the old site had a stop press tab). 

Anyway, there is an acoustic afternoon at Ipswich tic on Saturday (30th, Holly 

has a spot at 2.30), not to fail to mention Ipswich Music Day on Sunday (1st 

July), including such local 'folk' as Sound Tradition, Silbury Hill, Kev Walford 

and Kelly Bayfield.  (Probably outside editorial policy lies twixt the lines, glad 

of a long spoon at times).

27th June 2018: Sheila to Gym and purchasing a garden chair, Bill to 

Dentist. Wayward Session: cancelled due to a wake. Communication seems 

to be broken down as Graham and Nicky have 'left' facebook, but their FB 

group pages remain and are not maintained. We passed the message on 

once confirmed and had an evening in as Sheila was not feeling up to Pretty 

Grim & Barley Brigg at Sweffling White Horse.

28th June 2018: Both swam, Sheila returning rusty part of garden chair. 

Steamboat session cancelled (clashes football), Woolpack session on 

Sunday relocated to Briarbank, (reason unknown). 

29th June 2018: Bill finished reading 'The Heart of a Dog' by Mikhail 

Bulgakov. Recent publication, old story, novella. East Suffolk Morris Men: 

workshops at Sidegate Lane Primary School. A morning spent engaging thirty

or so youngsters in the morris process. Good fun. Changes at EATMT are 



now made public, no Traditional Music Day this year. Laura Cannell is no 

longer in post and has been replaced as 'operations manager' by David Cain 

whose interests and CV may be a better fit to the role. The trust will have a 

presence at FolkEast but will hopefully not be sucked into that folkbiz 

behemoth and will support local (not for profit) folk clubs and activities whose 

existence may be challenged by an emerging new order.

30th June 2018: Bill re-reading Kate Moss: THe Taxidermist's Daughter.  We 

popped to a local road of garage sale, to little avail. Bill went to the Ipswich tic

to catch Holly and Sarahs' set, (Holly had apparently done a bonus set 

earlier). Very nejoyable. Stayed for  When Rivers Meet, and excellent duo 

who are obviously going for it in music, their strength is in vocal harmonies 

and the way they adapt their style to the material which they play (or perhaps 

vice versa), a mix of covers and own songs. Seemingly happy to take low key

engagements at the moment and seem to be based around Essex if their gig 

list is  indicative.  It would have been interesting to see what depth of material

they have. All of what they played today was from their sole album. 

Interesting to see that Grace has fitted a 'fiddle fretter' to her violin, she 

plays well regardless. She only fitted this a short while ago and seems to like 

it (says it helps her play more loudly, which may be that it provides a 

confidence boost regarding intonation. Bill had not come across this 

Canadian product before. It might be interesting to try on one of the 'session' 

fiddles. Also picked ip an Ipswich Music Day programme and new issue of 

Grapevine. Watched 'Life in 12 Bars', an authorised full length documentary 

about the life of Eric Clapton which is a thorough and unforgiving account of 

the rise fall and redemption  of one of Bill's early musical influences. Well 

worth setting aside a couple of hours on watch again.

1st July 2018: Rabbits. Bill posted a short video of Sound Tradition singing 

at the Blaxhall Ship midsummer festival on 22nd June. (Catching up!) We 

didn't make it to Ipswich Music Day, we can hear the worst of it from our 



garden (two miles away), and the acoustic/folk elements were scattered like 

hens teeth. Bill posted a Holly & Sarah video from yesterday's set. Working 

on Melnet TotM, a pleasant enough noise in F which hops between 4/4 and 

6/4 with chord options galore, and like a lot of recent 'folk hero' music this is 

elevator fare to depress the glad of heart. Needless to say it is almost 

impossible to play twice  in the same way and without a callapse. (Leverett 

don't worry about variation but the masochistic polsters on melnet seem take 

issue with every contrivance or slip, despite a liberal house philosphy to the 

contrary: I expect they also voted for Brexit!). Briarbank: a displaced 

Woolpack session. We were made very welcome at the Briarbank where 

regulars applauded and enjoyed the music over a football match which was 

running on mute for most of the evening. Heavily weighted towards the open 

mic and shanty brigade, but once Margarette and Brenda arrived we 

managed a few tunes. Thank you for having us, (suspecting we may be 

invited back!)

2nd July 2018: We both swam. Bill recorded and uploaded 'Grenville Morris', 

Melnet TotM. Some positive feedback and analytical evaluation in response. 

The first to post, again. Helpful not to be influenced by the interpretation of 

othr melnetters. 

3rd July 2018: a knoodling day, Holly came to tea and we played music and 

had a catch up. Caught the last quarter of an hour and penalties in 'the' 

match. Pleased not to have suffered the full 120 minutes. Gave the Butley 

session a miss, (hardly worth a mention, would be an exception to be there).

4th July 2018: Dubbined the inner bellows fold on the G/D Lachenal. 

Probably a sacrilege but may defer further maintenance. Popped to town and 

saw a Roland Street Cube in Cash Exchange. Put it on hold for Holly to view 

as she has been looking at them. Scruffy but good value if it works.  Sophie 

has notified regular players that the Spread Eagle Sunday sessions are 

cancelled, a pity as they were friendly, daytime and accessible. Perhaps 

some other landlord may wish to take up the idea, (Mardles is/are probably in



the loop but in case not ....). Sorted and posted a Bob Kenward & Steve 

Moreham video from the Pigs Ear Folk and Ale, only a month ago but time 

passes slowly in the sunshine. Part of an excellent set, perhaps we will see 

them locally sometime. Saw Pete Harris & Gareth Thomas at 'Midweek 

Blues in Town' at the Duke of York. Pretty straight down the line blues, well 

played. THe second set wasn't going to add value but an enjoyable hour. 

Sound rather too loud for a duo at a small venue and the chosen guitar 

settings very abrasive. Rather 70's but then again Pete was there then!

5th July 2018: Sheila working, we both swam. Bill tried out the newly 

refurbished Woodbridge Leisure Centre. Same pool, èVillage Styleè changing

= mixed shower and locker area including unisex loos and the lockers now 

require a pound coin (cf 20p), returnable. The online timetable is not 

populated so we have a printout! Holly bought the Street Cube at a discount. 

The generals who murdered Victor Jara in Chile in 1973 have been 

sentenced to 18 years imprisonment, (they are described as retired so that 

may see them out if it is not commuted). Bob Kenward is happy with the post

from the Pigs Ear  weekend, said "good to have it captured- a change for 

someone to post a serious one!" Kesgrave WI: musician for Mike Gs talk 

about history and development of morris dancing. Good fun. Too late to go on

to Steamboat if for no other reason than the difficulty of joining a "formed" 

group.

6th July 2018: Bill finished reading The Girl Who Wasn't There by Ferdinand 

Von Schirach, part thriller and part gothic novella and although the twist is 

eveident from about the middle the execution keeps the reader absorbed. Bill 

helped a neighbour newly met load his motor bike onto a trailer and was 

diverted into an enjoyable conversation. We have shared aqcuaintances in 

East Suffolk Morris so, (fingers crossed), a potential recruit. A fascinating 

chap. Sheila washed the van and to Yoga. Sheringham Potty Festival: we 

set up camp then went to the town for an OAP's Fish and Chips. NO access 

to inside facilities this year as abused last year causing major problems, 



hence three portaloos and a disabled WC for the whole campsite, 

inadequate.

7th July 2018:Sheringham Potty Festival: the twenty fifth festival. Dancers 

received a mug as well as badges. Hot weather and a busy day with more 

than 45 dance sides entertaining in the town. See elsewhere for the world 

record dance entry. Many sides were the usual suspects of what Bill calls 

'happy clappy' morris. Bill's favourites from those he saw this year were 

Silkstone Greens, a North West Morris Side from Dodworth in South 

Yorkshire. Pig Dyke Molly were excellent as usual and in a friendly 

collaborative state of mind joining in with other sides and inviting 

reciprocation. AnnieMation, usually very strong, were light on numbers and 

experience this year. Good to catch up with friends. Andrew played well with 

Old School Rapper, (despite being called Adrian by the bottler)Pretty Grim 

enjoyed their dancing and there was a shared meal in the evening. A very 

long hot day. (One extra toilet installed).

8th July 2018:although Pretty Grimm were staying to dance a couple of 

stands on this day, we made for home. Bill processed and posted the 

procession video. The remainder may take a while!

9th July 2018: Bill finished reading Mississippi Blood by Greg Iles, (possibly) 

the last in the Penn Cage series and a blocbuster combination of thriller, court

room drama and political and family history . Excellent, (as have been the 

whole series). Campervan MoT test today - passed. We each swam. THe 

Bards set at Maldon on sunday is in doubt as there seems to be no organiser 

with whom to confirm or otherwise. Bill gave ESMM a miss, Shotley 

Shipwreck a reflection on the rolling news of the day! Holly popped round 

before her gig at Shottisham supporting Peter Hepworth.

10th July 2018: Bill posted a Pretty Grim epic movie, (8 minutes) with some 

nice touches. U3A Folk Music and Dance: Coach and Horses Melton, an 

enjoyable afternoon in good company and with some excellent contributions. 

Fordham Session: demonstrated by the quality and range of the music 



played why it is Bill's favourite even if it is across the border! Great that 

Andrew C came along.

11th July 2018: Sheila Gym, Bill Dentist and registered with Crown Pools as 

an OAP! Posted a few more videos from Saturday, some rewarding  'thank 

yous'.  Renewed domain name. Watched football match with sound off.

12th July 2018: Happy Birthday Seth. Bill swim, Sheila work then gym. Bill 

posted Melnet theme of the month, Jesu Joy....on a one row. Sheila to Pretty 

Grim practise. Bill was (coincidentally) looking at two modal approaches to 

playing today and struggling with the mental leaps required. One was Mando 

Mike's lesson of the month, Tantz Tantz, working with the Klezmer scale, and 

the other working with Jerry Garcia's use of the mixolydian. The journey never

ends, but at least as an enthusiastic amateur commercial considerations do 

not determine the vector.

13th July 2018: Bof on FB bemoaning lack of recognition in the published 

lineup for FolkEast despite making a positive contribution in that role, (and its

members in other guises). Given recent observations this is probably 

unsurprising, the sturdy foundations are often overlooked beside fluttering 

flags and bunting, but when the gale blows are all that may remain. Once the 

parasites depart .......... Bill finished reading 'The Burial Hour' by Jeffrey 

Deaver. As usual expert plotting and delivery of a far fetched tale, but 

somehow contriving to deliver the opportunity to reflect upon topical political 

issues, (immigration, mental health, covert interference in world affairs). The 

audio recording of the New Town Hall Polka was posted by Ipswich Jazz 

Festival on FB. Would be fun to have a try so Bill has asked for the dots.

14th July 2018: Bards of the Heath played the opening slot at the 'new' 

Martlesham Heath Fun Day which is smaller that the unwieldy monolithic 

moneymaker which it succeeds, and a proper community event. we played 

for about an hour from 11am, Good fun, not a cloud.... The organisers of the 

Maldon event eventually came back to John on Thursday indicating that they 

could offer us  a slot. JG robust in response that the time had passed and the



band stood down. More could be said, (the event has been fun in the past). 

We already effectively 'pay to play', (contrary to MU advice), but there is a 

point at which our goodwill is clearly being abused. Late post on Emily Myers

FB that Boudicca Morris are dancing with East Suffolk tomorrow at 

Hadleigh. Previous information was that the side had asked, and been 

declined. Feelers are out, but given the friends and likes it may that we are 

being rolled. Certainly East Suffolk men have not yet been formally notified 

of the pairing. Bill had intended to go but........decision deferred pending an 

update.

15th July 2018: Mike G was unaware of any agreement to dance with 

Boudicca, squire and bagman yet to reply. We spent most of the day at a craft

fare at Clare Priory, nice location, the usual tat at rural West Suffolk prices. 

Little Egypt Morris Men performed, the best music was a group of 

renaissance harmony singers in the church extension. Further 

correspondence with Mike G re tomorrow's dance out. No update likely until 

tomorrow. Bill processed video of BotH yesterday at Martlesham, most 

unusable given that the sun on metal strings meant that while he retuned the 

mandolin regularly, the guitar did not receive the same attention. There 

maybe a FB opportunity (with apology) but no further, which is a pity given 

that the video came out well in other respects. Bill finished reading 'The 

Midnight Line' by Lee Child. A well written thriller.Woolpack session a quiet 

session weighted towards songs, but unusually for this session more folk than

'pop'. We suspect that many of the usual attenders were at Ely FF which we 

missed this year.

16th July 2018: Bill swam and caught up with JG. Holly came round in the 

afternoon and we processed some of her video for a project at work. Simon 

has invited Holly to become a member of Acoustic East, (a move which 

entirely meets with Bill's approval, can't do harm). Bill decided not to go to 

Hadleigh  dance out but it is reported ' it was a cracking night. ....ESMM rose to the 

occasion, and T said that she has never seen us dance as well as that. Q’s sister was with them 



and she said that we were ‘awesome’! They were all really pleased to be there. After we sat 

outside and played, and then went home. So actually, it was all rather good. ' Unsurprising but

still leaves serious questions in the wind for the future. A precedent has been 

set, and whoever succeeds Kevin as ESMM Squire in October will inherit the 

fallout. We sat at home and played some tunes/songs. John G has notified 

that our next outing as Bards of the Heath has been cancelled, 

(Brightlingsea 4th August). No value is placed on a 'free' band, but JG said 

today that he prefers to play on a 'no fee' basis, so....... Des would like to get 

out and play music more. We will get together and see what we can put 

together.

17th July 2018: Bill has woken with an unexplained high temperature, heat or

infection? Spent most of the day in bed. Admonishing e-mail from Kevin 

(ESMM) who fails to understand the points made about information, the 

precedent which has been set and the risk for the future character of 

clubnights. Perhaps the beginning of the end of morris for Bill?

18th July 2018: Sheila gym and working, Bill felt better for a short while then

rapidly downhill, temperature 102 and other unpleasantness. |Bill spent the 

afternoon reading the judgment in Cliff Richard's suit against the BBC. Just 

reading the facts found it is clear that the BBC behaved badly both in terms of

their contact with the police and in breach of their agreement with ITN with 

whom they shared the helicopter. The judgment is in model Human Rights Act

form and the only basis for appeal is the finding of fact that the publication of 

Cliff Richard's name at this point in the investigation breached his right to 

privacy. Needless to say 'media' lawyers are up in arms whilerights lawyers 

are approving of this extension to the judicial regulation of the press. 

Enjoyabvle to step back into lawyer mode for an hour or so, (lacking the 

energy to be more active).

19th July 2018: Happy Birthday Stephanie: Sheila working and having 

camper van repaired. Bill still suffering. Derek G in touch, in uk this weekend. 

Closed the correspondence with Kevin over Boudicca. Ball in Bill's court 



depending on how rapidly East Suffolk descends the slippery slope. Not 

going to give up a thirty year + membership easily, but not interested in 

joining the local throng of tribal street dance groups.

20th July 2018: Bill continues to be physically compromised. Sheila to Yoga.

Bill finishe dreading 'Every Contact Leaves a Trace' by Elanor Dymott, an 

Oxford English alumni with a legal training. Well plotted and written. The 

central character in whose voice the tale is told is obviously written by a 

woman as a form of ideal sensitive man! That aside it passed time to no 

obvious resolution, (and rave reviews).

21st July 2018: Bill one step forward two reverse! Glad he told Kevin he 

wouldn't make a dance out at Crowfield today. Sheila gardening and playing 

ukelele and fiddle. Bill's consolation for lack of active folking is that Shirley 

Collins new book, 'All in the Downs' arrived today. Written as if she is 

speaking it outclasses most recent evocations of period that have recently 

tried to capture the 50's + folk period. A personal narrative but a rose with 

thorns. Bill is already more than half way through! Broadstairs Folk Week 

was one of the i newspaper's free summer actvities, (there is a huge free 

accessible part to the festival), with a half page photo of a lacklustre 

bandstand between events! Hey ho.

22nd July 2018: Sheila to Gym and CBS, Bill under the cosh but finished 'All

in the Downs'. A magical book, carefully structured but in facets of a life rather

than a chronology. The book itself is a thing of beauty, high quality paper and 

printing, (in Estonia), doubtless a lo-fi version will appear later with a local 

imprint! Haven't yet seen the video, (The Ballad of Shirley Collins), it is on the

list.

23rd July 2018: Bill feeling slightly better. Recorded and posted Bas-Pelles 

Brudpolska on guitar. Now reading 'first time ever', an autobiographical sketch

by Peggy Seeger, an almost  contemporary of Shirley Collins so an 

interesting contrast. One of here early piano exercises was to play 'The Irish 

Washerwoman' in every key and mode! Nice message from Katy H asking if I 



have any old reviews of events which she has run. Hopefully my reply will 

assist her in the organisation of the Julia Clifford event next year, (in the diary 

but will we make it...).

24th July 2018: Happy Birthday Faith.U3A Brandeston Queen: an 

enjoyable afternoon swapping songs and tunes al fresco in the sunshine. Bill 

managed to get out for the afternoon, (fell down later). Good to see Des and 

Ruth, fixed up a playing session with Des. Sheila fitted some posh tuning 

heads on her banjo uke. Opportunity cost: Bluegrass at Tattingstone, no 

mojo left!

25th July 2018: Sheila working, Bill knoodling, car washed. Phoned 

insurance company to correct details, only to discover that a 'new quote', with

extras, came in at about a quarter of the cost of a passive renewal. 

Vagabonds rogues and thieves! hey ho, lesson learnt. Didn't make it to the 

Wayward Session, energy still pretty low. (In any event now that Graham 

and Nicky eschew FB, you only know if you know, back to select sessions. 

(The dates are there for the rest of the year). Bill enjoying listening to guitarist

Steve Dawson, introduced via latest CD but earlier ones also excellent. Bill 

finished reading 'The First Time Ever' by Peggy Seeger, an autobiographical 

exploration of all that is in an experience of living be it joyous or brutal, but 

however reflective, never self pitying. Steamboat Session: nine of us, six 

acapella three players, reduced to four when Bill left at about 10.15. An 

enjoyable evening swapping songs and chatting.

26th July 2018: Bill does not have an Aortic Aneurism, and if he gets one it 

will take thirty years to develop by which time it will be the least of his worries 

and the privatised NHS will offer services to under 50's only! Sheila to Pretty 

Grim and Bill to Steamboat session. 8 of us, reduced to 4 when Bill left at 

about 10.15. A song evening with 5 acapella singers and Bill, John and 

(briefly) Tom. Bill happy to carry his weight in this company.



27th July 2018: Bill had a short swim at Woodbridge pool which is running a 

more accessible holiday timetable than Felixstowe. Sheila out to lunch, 

(literally, not figuratively). Stormy Friday evening, impressive.

28th July 2018: knoodling

29th July 2018: Sheila to 'Burwell Bash'. Bill recorded potential TotM, 

finished reading the 'Watchmaker of Filigree Street' by Natasha Pulley, an 

amiable yarn and well written debut novel. The ground has been covered 

before. Duke of York Session: an amiably competitive (pop) open mic by 

any other name, Bill enjoyed exercising the mandolin on accompaniment but 

not inspired to contribute beyond that.... Holly creating her first home made 

video.. came out well.

30th July 2018: Sheila at Burwell, settling in. Bill and Des had a playing 

session to see what might work, went well. Bill recorded a two row version of 

possible TotM. East Suffolk Morris Men: Sorrel Horse Shottisham a bare 

side to start with then the men drifted in and danced a reasonable stand to an

enthusiastic audience. The "Nanny McPhee" principle applied, so Bill had a 

drink and chatted with friends, the instruments stayed in the car. NOt yet 

found anyone who made it to the last Wayward Session, (Bill ill, Mick and 

Sue forgot, Mike was away).

31st July 2018: Sheila at Burwell. Holly came round and we sorted some 

video together. (She is more adept at all this IT stuff than Bill anyway). Sheila 

enjoying Burwell intersperse with some rest periods. Derek asked about 

Scottish tunes for the gig in Madrid in April 19, Bill recorded and sent a couple

of suggestions. Tidied up the TotM video only to find the tune 'neck and neck' 

with a Gilles Chabenet fingerbuster! Will it be back to the drawing board. 

Tattingstone Bluegrass session, an enjoyable evening in good company 

swapping tunes and songs, marred only by one member effusively extolling 

the virtues of Ely Folk Festival, Stepdance Day, and FolkEast,. The behemoth

that is FE was the subject of grovelling adulation for its various activities 

throughout the region over the course of the year. Bill did express contrary 



views but to little effect. Nonetheless he stayed the distance. Offside 

headlight blown!

1st August 2018: Sheila at Burwell: Melnet: sense prevailed, Bill posted 

TotM (The Valiant by Simon Ritchie). A tune often thrashed into submission at

sessions, so good to strip  away the noise. Loads of FolkEast spam on FB, 

masters of the art of fake news (probably sponsored by Putin!) The tunes Bill 

sent to Spain apparently meet with approval. Bill swam at Woodbridge pool, 

(with aquacise sharing the space for the first hour!) Not much music, some 

knoodling and sorting files from Mondays practice with Des. Mick R has 

invested in a Castagnari European Button Accordion to add to the fleet.

2nd August 2018: Sheila Burwell. The scratch band and tutors concerts were

last evening so will hear about those. Bill posted video of 'The Railway' to 

Melnet Theme of the Month, one of the first tunes learnt on a squeezebox 

back in 1978.

3rd August 2018: Sheila returned from 'Burwell Bash' which she enjoyed. 

Bill had a swim at Crown Pools, best avoided during school holidays he has 

decided! Bumped into Ross Burkitt and had a catch up around our 

respective musical lives. The bluegrass 'club' are invited to play for 

Tattingstone WI in December, a way away but in the diary. Bill finished 

reading 'The Mau Case' by Qiu Xiaolong, started Oscar Peterson's 

autobiography. Watched an hour of the 'folk prom', all we could stand, 

hackneyed and artificial with the usual suspects presenting and select 

participants. A bit like Deep Purple with the LSO.a worthy experiment. 

4th August 2018: East Suffolk Morris: Newbourne Fox Beer Festival 

enjoyable but hot and humis, a couple of good stands and fun to play music 

with Mick Pete and Phil. Interesting chat with Phil about hus experience of 

local music since moving to Suffolk 15 years ago. He used to play with Jim 

Parr in the Black Pig band, and currently deps for Dave Shepherd in 

Ducking and Diving with Bernie.



5th August 2018: an enjoyable afternoon at Mike and Kay's summer party. It 

seems that Pete G is now a member of Brenda's band along with John G! 

The pool was a bit murky, Sheila braved it ......... We left early as on route to 

Waldringfield for East Suffolk Morris 60th Anniversary bash. A very 

enjoyable evening with a buffet supper with entertainment provided by 

Charlie Haylock who was on excellent form and a new experience for most 

of those present.

6th August 2018: Bill finished reading 'A Jazz Oddysey' by Oscar Peterson. 

Written in the first person and describing a personal musical journey the book

provides a fascinating insight into the mind of a determined and highly 

creative musician. Holly has asked Bill to play second guitar/mandolin when 

she appears at Maritime Ipswich later in the month. Clashes with FolkEast  

but an early slot so no great loss. (No great loss anyway!) We each swam at 

our respective pools. 

7th August 2018: Bill to Des's for a practice, another thoroughly enjoyable 

three hours or so, expanding the repertoire and polishing where needed. 

Probably already have enough fo a couple of full sets with lots to spare once 

they are worked up. Also two modes of operation, pub sets and background 

instrumental. Should fill the spaces between BotH gigs which are drifting 

farther apart of late. Holly has also asked Bill to accompany on the afternoon 

of 26th August for a set at Cake Catwalk, with possibly another later in the 

evening. (Sarah Wi is on holiday). Bill reading 'The Path' by Professor 

Michael Puett who runs a popular course on Chinese philosophy interpreted 

in his own distinctive way. Less engaging than it could be, (lots of old 

messages rephrased), he may be better 'live'.

8th August 2018: Sheila gym, Bill swim. Holly came round and finished 

making a video for her work, also finished composing and submitted a page 

for  Simon H's 'Acoustic East' page. Bill posted a video of 'When Rivers 

Meet' playing at St Stephens Church in June. He also popped down to see 

Steve Young playing at the blues night at the Duke of York. A capable 



guitarist with an excellent system of PA and pedals playing a Takamine Santa 

Fe, (an excellent workhorse). Some originals and covers, no blues. Adopted 

the approach that to fight the chat the volume increases, (and so does the 

chat in response). Interesting for the lesson in process, but beyond that a 

wasted journey.

10th August 2018: Signing off for our annual sojourn to Broadstairs and dip 

into Folk East (great to see Oakenyouth rebooked!):

Broadstairs Folk Week 2018: 10.8 Glymjack instantly forgettable, cruise 

ship fodder. John Doyle: best act of the evening, guitarist living in USA. 

Terrific stylist. Police Dog Hogan: very slick americana band, undeserving of 

their reputation. 11.8 John Doyle spoke about his musical journey, now 

signed to Alan Bearman in UK, (we know!). Tuning of choice is CFCGCD. 

Bill's daughter Laurel was playing a set with her friends Rosa and Mike at 

Little Albion/Hogshead pub. Their first 'proper' gig and it was very 

enjoyable. Stick in the Wheel were excellent with a hard urban take on their 

material, Blowzabella on the same bill were dated, turgid and outclassed. 

12.8 Bill attended Andy Cutting's Melodeon Masterclass. Largely the same 

messages as others he has run but no less enjoyable. Andy expressly 

confirmed Bill's personal understanding of most of his tunes, that they are 

simply preserved 'knoodles'. Any melodic value being incidental to the 

technique/chord sequence that gave them birth. Greg Russell was a capable 

youngish man pusuing a career path. Girl Talk 2 was an entertaining themed 

show highlighting the musical and comedic talents of Sally and Brian 

Ironmonger, Lynne Heraud and Pat Turner, and Helen North. Some 

excellent songs in amongst the merriment. Sam Jefferson presented a set 

with a theme based on his grandfather's experiences in the 1st World War, 

mature, considered and enjoyable.  Matt Tighe and Tad Sargent filled a 

space with some well played tunes, great skills but uninspiring. Kathryn 

Tickell and the Darkening were excellent, and a REAL band, (not simply a 

rhythm section bolted on to and artist to create a saleable a mainstage act. 



(Sheila's favourite band of the week). 13.8 Dave Sealey spoke about his 

musical journey and a revitalised Cosmotheka. They played the afternoon 

concert and brought back fond memories for some people, but are probably 

not a mainstage act and were obviously scripted. The Gerry Colvin Band: 

always delight in a highly individual way and this concert was no exception to 

that. Unique and unmissable, (though many did).  We missed the rest of the 

day as Bill was unwell, (as apparently were others on the campsite). Holly 

enjoyed Alice Jones (and is now researching Harmoniums!). 14.8 Bill had 

remembered enjoying Gavin and Julie Atkin once before but revised that 

view in the light of their extremely competent but sterile performance in 

concert. Gavin is a fellow 'melnetter' and great teacher of tunes in his local 

community, but in performance meticulaous beyond the point of  overplay. 

Linde Nijland and Bert Ridderbos presented a concert of the songs of 

Sandy Denny, Bill enjoyed this, Shelia didn't.  Luke Daniels rapidly cleared 

much of the hall with an esoteric presentation bordering on the pointless. The 

Broadstairs Music Hall was transplanted into the main programme in the 

absence of a late night venue this year. Usual supects strutting their stuff in 

style for a couple of hours to a forgiving audience. 15.8 Tom Kitching 

described his musical journey, giving back to  Tom and Barbara Brown in 

equal measure as they expressed their firmly held views on matter folkwise. 

Great fun. Sheila enjoyed a fiddle workshiop with Will Allen. The Longest 

Johns sang shanties and similar 'inclusive' songs, but in strict harmony which

dared against participation. Jim Causley with Keith Kendrick and Sylvia 

Needham presented Jim's project settings of Carles Causley's children's 

poems. This was fine for the first half hour, palled after forty minutes and 

reaching the hour negated the pleasure in what had gone before! Bill went to 

see Rodney Branigan, a texan guitar virtuoso who has lived in the UK for 12 

years and is a remarkable stylist, and a good songwriter though some 

complained that even after twelve years the drawl conquered all! For his 

finalsong he played two guitars simultaneously and juggled them! (He will be 



at FolkEast on Friday so may be worth a revisit). Our part of the week was 

completed in style at a concert with Tim Edey, whose hometown is 

Broadstairs and whose workspace the world. Phenomenal skills and 

presentation. This followed by the Sharon Shannon Band of which Tim was 

a member for a period, (prior to the Cheiftains etc). A world class band in top 

form. excellent. 16.8 we came home to wash ourselves and our clothes in 

preparation for FolkEast. General observations: the campsite was pretty 

remote and the facilities basic, this in comparison with previous years. 

Feedback from 'first timers' is that even at this basic level the site is better 

than at many more 'illustrious' festivals. The shuttle service worked for us, 

though not for some others. The campsite was less full that we remember, 

and although we met a number of newcomers to the festival, many may have 

been lost this year. Funding from the Arts Council and Local Authorities has 

been pulled for the future so it remains an open question whether the festival 

will continue in itrs present form, (or at all), despite bringing millions of pounds

into the locality! Next year's dates are in the programme so optimism is the 

order of the day. Bill finished 'Kill the Father' and read Henning Mankell's 

'Kenedy's Brain', both of which are excellent. Bill decided that Holly is better 

at her Maritime gig without a sad under-rehearsed Dad, (needs more work 

than we had time for).

17th August 2018: Up and getting ready for FolkEast. Learned from FB that 

we are not among Hadleigh F & A Club's favourite acts, (no problem we had 

guessed long ago!)  Sheila will be camping with Pretty Grim, Bill dipping in 

and out. First dance spot dominated by Harlequin Morris who outclassed 

Westrefelda and Pretty Grim by a large margin. Harbour Lights played for an

afternoon ceilidh, pleasant but lacking a coherent rhythm section. Megan 

Wisdom presented an enjoyable set at Broadroots stage, (Cohen 

Braithwaite-Cohen popped in specifically to catch it having shared a set with

Megan at Sidmouth a couple of weeks ago). As usual the sunset stage was 

monstrous, loud and uninteresting in fact and in prospect by the time Bill gave



up at 7.30. The plan for tomorrow starts at Blaxhall ship at 12.30 and will 

probably end at about the same time as today. Bill finished reading' The Night

Ferry' by Michael Robotham, a well crafted thriller based around the 

mechanics of illegal international child surrogacy.

18th August 2018: Sheila camping at FolkEast, Bill started the day playing 

music at home, (FE is not that kind of festival!) Blaxhall Ship hosted Pretty 

Grim, Golden Star Morris and Oakenyouth, so a good way to start the day 

at lunchtime. Two of the sides were more than creditable. Then onto site 

where Bill discovered that he has a reputation for enjoying himself by 

grumbling about all and sundry, a perspicacious observation! (The irony is 

that he is often reflecting opinions expressed to him, or generally finding an 

agreement in conversation). Two views were expressed about the effect of 

the FE/Bearman/Froize assault on folk music in the locality, one view that it is 

a shot in the arm and good for the local musical community, the other 

reflecting the view here expressed that it may be the thin end of a long wedge

into complete commerciality. Bill enjoyed 'Klezmerized' in the dance tent, and

also 'The Valiant Band' although VB were less interesting than anticipated, 

lots of 'sounds like' tunes almost thrown away at times. A multi instrumental, 

multi band Bard has invested in a new instrument, further disclosure is 

expressly prohibited! Irish Mythen shouted a few songs over a tinny guitar 

pick up mounted in what was probably quite a good instrument. The 

afternoon Morris show was wall to wall North West Clog, It was unclear to the

audience, (or the sides concerned), whether this was intended ar a 

mischance given the 'likeness' of dance and musical concert over an hour 

and a half. Bill came home as Gigspanner were regaling the moshpit from 

the mainstage. A FE favourite but not to Bill's taste.  Suffolk Coffee Company, 

Brazilian arabica mixed with Vietnamese robusta. The mix is weak and 

tainted by the taste of the robusta.

19th August 2018: Bill popped to the Friday Street car boot before heading 

back to FolkEast, very similar ambience! THis had promised to be the most 



interesting day of the festival but rather bitty in practice. THe Hadleigh Folk 

Club session sounded rather ambient from a distance Chinewrde. Reg 

Meuross suffered a Q&A session with good grace, Tim Edey didn't turn up for

his workshop, on the road from Ireland where he had a gig last evening! Bill 

admired Phil L's new Lowden guitar and also his RolandAC33 battery amp 

which is a very handy tool. The Morris finale was the order of the afternoon. 

Chinewrde were Bill's pick for 2018, a fantastic NW clog side who evoked 

admiration from Chelmsford Ladies, (the best local side in that genre), and 

presented a masterclass to the remaining local sides who looked quite tired in

comparison, (not an age thing). Bill was less assiduous with the video cam 

this year and didn't waste battery life on the 'also rans', sorry to miss Moulton

though, who are always excellent. Edgelarks were excellent if 'muzacky'. 

Cohen Braithwaite-Kilcoyne played a blinding set at the 'Moot Hall'. 

Seemingly becomes exponentially more capable by the month, (having seen 

him three times this year in various guises). We left as McGoldrick 

McCusker and Doyle were getting into swing, phenomenal skills but a music

which in various combinations they have diminished by making it generic.

20th August 2018: Bill up early so had an early swim, first outing for a week 

and a half so struggling. Spent some of the day catching up on playing music,

melodeon needs some attention, tunes dropping from  memory like autumn 

leaves! Also processing video from Laurel Rosa and Mike's pub gig, stands 

up well. East Suffolk Morris Men: Aldeburgh Carnival:a timely reminder 

that the morris is a public street dance form contributing to local celebrations 

and milestones. We opened the evening's events with an excellent stand to a 

large and appreciative audience. Risk of adrenaline overdose! In 

conversation with Mike G who travels the country in folk circles regularly: 

Suffolk has hitherto been envied as a county which has a 'folk' life based 

within the community, while commercial interests have stifled such activity in 

other areas, watch this space! Sheila bought an old fiddle in a charity shop 

the other day and is in the process of setting it up, sounding good, certainly 



better than the purple peril! Bill finished reading 'The Girl Who Takes an Eye 

for an Eye', very good.

21st August 2018: Bill spent part of the day refreshing lost tunes! In the 

evening we attended a small musical party at Roger D's as Dan Worral is 

visiting from Texas. A very enjoyable and chilled evening playing and listening

to others play tunes.

22nd August 2018: Sheila chiropracter. Bill refreshing and knoodling in 

between sorting out Broadstairs & FolkEast videos. Interesting that Harbour 

Lights Band came across as more fitted for dance than the more illustrious 

Valiant Band. Neither sported a properly functioning 'rhythm section' on the 

day. The instruments are there in the case of HLB, just seem not to  be 

working together on the day, which created an extra role for the melodic 

players. VB have John H  on banjo and a muddy confusion between the 

melodeon bass and the anglo concertina chords. The dancers were happy! 

Wayward Session: Shottisham Sorrel Horse a fairly grumpy welcome from 

the new establishment focussing intent on their diners, but then the diners 

welcomed the music and were an enthusiastic audience so some mellowing 

through the evening! A good turn out and mix of music, and Phil W's debut 

visit to Wayward.

23rd August 2018: Sheila MoT and service, (the car that is). Job of the day 

replacing a spring on the garage door, accomplished with some re-jigging of 

fittings and a fair amount of grumbling all round. Bill continuing with the FE 

videos. Fewer than usual but (PG aside) didn't bother with some of the less 

exciting local sides.

24th August 2018: Both swam at respective pools. We managed a few tunes

together, Bill posted Chelmsford Ladies and  Harbour Lights Band videos. 

Chased John G for set list for tomorrow's BotH gig, he said he'd sent it, 

replacement not yet received so likely a busk, (with a k!). First half of BBC 

prom, Hungarian Gipsy Music was excellent, gave Brahm's No 1 a miss.) Bill 

finished reading Strage Shores by Arnaldur Indriðason, excellent.



25th August 2018: Bards of the Heath at Orchard Barn on the occasion of 

Sarah's birthday. Acoustic as the barn is not connected to electricity. 

Something of a struggle to project vocals but we seem to have gone down 

well, we each caught up with old friends during the afternoon. Boudicca 

Morris performed, (Sarah is a member). The morris brought along a couple 

of 'Roland Street' battery amplifiers! Early days but appearance outweighs 

substance at the moment.

26th August 2018: Bill processed video of BotH from yesterday and 

managed to put together a YT clip and share a few purloined photos on FB. 

B&S played some tunes and gardened briefly before the rain. Posted 

Chinewrde video. Bill interrupted watching the Simon Rattle Ravel prom to 

pop down to the Duke of York session, five people present by the time he'd 

had a drink and left, two acapella singers, a shanty singer and an open mic 

wannabe. Always best to abandon at the point where there remains a curious 

incentive to return. To remain and be disappointed reinforces a tendency to 

abandon the event altogether. Caught the remainder of the Ravel prom which

was excellent, 'L’Enfant et les sortilèges' was an engaging performance which 

took a bit of getting used to, and quickly garnered mixed online reviews.

27th August 2018: Bill is currently reading a book by Ken Robinson 'The 

Element: How Finding Your Passion Changes Everything' exploring the roots 

of creativity, which synchronises with the documentary about Simon Rattle 

and the Ravel prom , (see above), and also with a documentary about Tom 

Waits (watched over breakfast today from i-player). Synchronicity in all things,

prompting a nagging suspicion that life as an introverted observer may be a 

safe role play to manage the beast within! Hey Ho, pseud.

28th August 2018: Bill early swim. Posted from FolkEast, Klezmerized to 

YT/FB & and Haughley Hoofers to FB. Bill's current YT practice is to identify 

three categories of video, a) worthy of a YT post and then shared to FB (both 

Bill and the side/band),  b) worth FB post and shared as a souveneir with the 

band/side, c) in the bag but an 'executive' decision that the performers would 



not wish the performance to be shared, or it is surplus to requirement and 

archived. Two categories of opportunity lost, a) the missed stands, and b) the 

observed but not meriting even a souveneir capture, pre-empting (c) above.  

Looking back through the videos there are social/friend posts and a tendency 

to 'completism' , so it is an imperfect collection. Technical and 'artistic' quality 

have improved over the years. The first YT post was in March 2009, ('I am a 

Pilgrim' at what looks to have been a Big Music Night), now 1135 videos and 

nine years later a fair degree of feedback has been received, (of both types), 

and lessons learned. B&S found time to play some tunes together, and Bill 

has been working on the more difficult of the front runners for next month's 

Melnet TotM, a John Spiers finger cruncher! The alternative may be to 

discover a creative way to play the Jenny Lind polka. Not sure which is the 

easier ask! Tattingstone white Horse Bluegrass/Old Time Session: Bill 

hadn't expected much after reports of low turnout at the Wheatsheaf earlier in

the month but this time eleven players were in the circle,  (bass,four guitars, 

two mandolins, two fiddles, two banjos, autoharp), and an enjoyable evening 

ensued.

29th August 2018: B&S played a few tunes, Bill posted a Harlequin Morris 

FB video from FolkEast, one of the better mixed Cotswold teams with a 

distinctive performance style. Regrettably this includes the morris 'shout', 

ubiquitous among faux border sides, more occasional in Cotswold. Shouting 

and grunting only enhances a performance when it is a genuine response to 

the joy of dance or excess of exertion, as a device it detracts and sound 

artificial. Put Bill in mind of Tom Paxton's bayonet rap, 'it is not enough that 

you follow a man across a field and point a bayonet in his face, you have to 

shout at him as well'. We thought about going to Blondel at Colchester Arts 

Centre this evening, then researched and listened, no thanks!

30th August 2018: Bill's car to MoT!. Sheila making a bag for her ukelele 

banjo, Bill had a tramp around Ipswich, still lacks a cohesive physical identity 

despite the compact medieval road layout. Noticed that the first two 'Blaxhall 



Sessions' directly clash with Peppery events, (Hank Wangford and Son 

Yambu). Perhaps not a direct cultural clash, but divides audience members 

who have catholic tastes. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, Bill had thought to 

go to the Steamboat session, but then a night in appealed more strongly. 

The car passed the test with only minor tweaking.

31st August 2018: Bill swimming, Sheila Yoga. Melnet TotM now a dead heat

between two tunes each posing individual challenges. Bill has now listened to

each of the bargain bin CDs he bought at FolkEast: Maggie Holland 'By 

Heart' and  Dick Gaughan 'No More Forever' (with Aly Bain), confirms that 

graduate 'newfolk' has limited musical relevence other than in commercial 

bizness terms.

1st September 2018: Rabbits: the start of Autumn and a pleasant day, 

(weather wise). 'Chassepaine' won the Melnet TotM on a casting vote, (the 

last three months have apparently been dead heats requiring a casting 

decision from the webmaster! A tune which is a familiar Giles Chabenet 

composition, fairly uncomfortable under the fingers and with a tricky 

arpeggiated rhythmic section. Hey ho. Even Mel Biggs slow demonstrator is 

of limited assistance, (and doesn't fit Bill's chording). Bill's MU membership is 

up for renewal, not cheap but inclusive of public liability insurance, and costs 

less than simple quotes for equivelant cover , so with other benefits is actually

worthwhile.

2nd September 2018: Bill posted Chassepain to Melnet TotM, about eight 

hours work generating 1 1/4 minutes of video and a tune which is unusable in

the context of Bill's social playing environment. Interesting to work up though. 

Discover that the Zoom Q2n camera does not work on 'normal' alkaline 

batteries, only heavy drain long life versions, (which are not a £ shop 

speciality). It does have a dc option so still has utility. Woolpack Session: 

another fairly low turnout, seven players but unlike last weeks D of Y 

experience this was a group that gelled, and the evening comprised an 

enjoyable mix of music with each member contributing and giving 



consideration and space to the others present. Bill finished reading The 

Master of Knots by Massimmo Carlotto, a well paced Italien crime novella.

3rd September 2018: Happy Birthday Sheila. Liz (Westrefelda) has FB 

posted a couple of archive videos of Black Schuck border morris side, 

(including Sheila), dancing at Hasketon Turks Head. Good to see archive 

footage of folk in Suffolk coming to light, there may be more. (Black Schuck 

were an archetype for the modern faux border sides which seem to have 

sprung up in a ubiquitous fashion in recent years). Started (re)reading A Time 

of Torment by John Connolly. Swam. Sheila birthday tea with family, PIzzas. 

Missed East Suffolk Morris at Barham but no great loss.

4th September 2018: Bill finished reading 'A Time of Torment', Sheila took 

delivery of a new fiddle case from China via Spain! Sheila's work 

recommences for the Autumn term today. Bill knoodled on Guitar and 

Melodeon. Working on another Adam Garland tune as Melnet Theme of the 

Month, it turned up in the inbox via Mick Reeve and fits the brief, (except for 

the harmonisation, which we suspect is by Mick). Bill posted a video of John 

Doyle playing at Broadstairs Sailing Club. A fantastic guitarist now living in 

the USA. As he is signed to Alan Bearman in the UK may be appearing locally

in due course, though probably not at a folk club!

5th September 2018:Bill posted 'The Crags of Stanley Ghyll' to melnet 

Theme of the Month, AdamG happy with it. Bill had a swim while Sheila 

working. We have decided to abort our weekend away as not practicable in 

present circumstances. SSS has kindly agreed a refund. Bill went to the John

Peel Centre to se Bridget St John, a musical influence from the early days. 

excellent, a troubadour, accompanying cellist (excellent) and a bag of songs 

well played which held the audience rapt. Tilly Moses played support, young 

and capable, interesting mandolin style. Good to see Codge and Christina.

(Codge is a big fan of B St J.)



6th September: Sheila working, Bill to Des's for a practice, some of what we

have done before now sorted into a list, and a conversation about what music

we may play out. sheila to Pretty Grim practice .

7th September 2018:Bill sent some mp3 sketches to Des after a 

concersation about material yesterday and went for a swim. Tempted by an 

H5 copy mandola on Gumtree! Sheila to Yoga. Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic 

Night : Holly came to tea and to HFAC with us. Somali Road Attic Band 

were in support, a trio of usual suspects from other bands playing a 'favourite 

songs' covers set extremely capably. Lots of work and rehearsal and an 

excellent set. Not sure about the target audience, people like us but probably 

in a pub setting. Great harmonies and some very tasty pick and fingers guitar 

playing in various tunings on a lovely small bodied Furch guitar. The Gorgia 

Shackleton Band: were excellent, great playing and a range of material from 

Harry Cox to The Dixie Chicks, played with standard bluegrass old time 

instrumentation and techniques but with an integrity and discipline which 

enabled this to work. Again some very tight arrangements and musical 

interplay, with good humour and personality. Bill fascinated by the stage 

boxes, (an LR Baggs and a Headway). Picked up the cast off EDS magazine.

8th September 2018: THe EDS magazine was disappointing, much 

diminished from the old style publication. Generally self congratulatory and 

written in style appropriate to graduates of an equally diminished English 

education system. The programme for Hadleigh next year looks good. Not 

entirely sure what a description of BotH as performing 'with dedication and a 

dash of relaxed Suffolk style'. Ambiguity rules! Derek has been in touch to say

that the Madrid concert at which we had been asked to play will not take 

place on the planned dates, may be re-scheduled. Never mind, we can now 

catch the French Weekend at HFAC. We popped into Ipswich to visit a couple

of the buildings said to be open as a part of the 'heritage' weekend. The 

programme is significantly in error, we managed one and a half buildings! 

Had a B&S tune up in the evening.



9th September 2018: We had greater success with Heritage visits today at 

'West Stowe Saxon Village' and 'Fuller's Garden'. Opportunity cost: Half 

Moon Folk Day.  

10th September 2018:Each swam in respective pools. Bill and John G at 

Felixstowe now that the new timetable is out. Good to put the world to rights 

again. John was out playing music in Brenda's band this weekend which he 

enjoyed. Neil B sent Bill the music for the 'Ipswich New Town Hall Polka' 

which featured in the Jazz festival this weekend. Folk friendly key of G , but 

very wide range may need some re-jigging. No morris this evening as the 

side were out at the weekend. In house conversation about a surfeit of 

aspirants selling into the folk community who are either young and 

aspirational, or elderly and well funded, ditto.

11th September 2018: Bill Sheila tune-up, Sheila to Colchester for a 

meeting. Bill finished reading 'Kafka on the Shore' by Haruki Murakami who is

rapidly joining the ranks of favourite authors. This was the book that kick 

started his reputation and it is clear why. Fordham Session: always a 

pleasant mix between music and social, some enjoyable music. Interesting 

conversation about 'modern' Border sides and their penchant for tunes in Em 

with a /C/D/Em progression (eg Theme Vannetaise seems to be the current 

favourite).

12th September  2018: Bill working on the IPswichTown Hall Polka, (pencil 

and paper at present!),and popped into town, charity shop bargain Simon 

Mayer double CD. Sheila working. 

13th September 2018: Sheila working, Bill posted a video of Peter and 

Barbara Snape, (March 2018 U3A), and went to swim at Woodbridge, where 

the pool was temporarily closed to deal with a 'hygiene' incident. (The 

previous session was mother and toddlers!) Later managed a short, wary 

swim!  A quick wander while waiting turned up a couple of novels and a copy 

of 'Many a Good Horseman', a 'Veteren' double CD of music from Mid Suffolk,

which looks extremely worthy, but good to dip into occasionally. Simon H has 



kindly asked if we would like to play at Hadleigh F A C on 5th October, to 

which we have sent a necessarily complicated response. Sorry Simon. 

Certainly we can offer something between B & maybe S, (and possibly Des). 

Noticed that the December club is moved back a week to 14th December, 

(typo, clash with Blaxhall 'Session' or clash for Simon & Val? 7th is also a 

Folkus night). Bill reading 'Rembrandt's Whore' by Sylvie Matton, a short 

stylised novel evoking life in C17 Holland. Sheila giving Pretty Grim practice 

a miss tonight. We played through some songs, refreshers needed all round!

15th September 2018: Happy Birthday Don W. We enjoyed the Ipswich 

'Heritage' Open Buildings Day, visiting the Masonic Hall, the Pykenham 

Gatehouse where we saw Barry O, retire probation officer, busker and 

classical guitarist.  On to the Ipswich Institute, the Old Sun Inn, (Atfield 

House),and St Marys at the Quay where we bumped into Bernie H, to 

Ipswich Customs House, and then for afternoon tea with Holly, with Ashley 

and Nat on Holly's boat.

16th September 2018: Bill finished transcribing the Ipswich Town Hall Polka, 

(seven parts). Also worked on the 'Factory' set of songs and started to have a

CD clear out during which a video, 'Suffolk Sings 2006' emerged which will 

has lots of friends, (and us) on it. Currently cooking! Bill popped down to the 

Woolpack where the session was being held in the small front bar, (while the 

large back bar was empty), and two verses of 'A Sailor's Life' sung acapella 

as read from the ' Penguin ' book before entering was enough motivation to 

give it a miss and return home! Reminiscent of the last Duke of York 

experience, (see above).

17th September 2018: Bill fiished reading 'Rembrandt's Whore'. The 

postman delivered and acoustic guitar pick-up which Bill purchased pre-

loved. Similar to the one Jed Grimes used at Broadstairs. Bill and Sheila 

each swam, (JG a no show). Bill started looking at the 'Suffolk Sings 2006' 

video. It is well edited but very disjointed and fragmentary so archive interest 

only, (no complete performances). East Suffolk Morris Men: Battisford: Bill 



almost gave this a miss, but braved the winding roads into the depths of Mid-

Suffolk, and was glad he did. An excellent evening with a sing-song after. The

transition to new squire and bagman is determined. Presumably the handover

will be effective from first practice despite the deferred AGM, after all this is 

not a democracy! Good to see Richard from Hageneth guest dancing with us 

on this visit to his home turf. Enjoyable to play for morris after a lay off, (self 

inflicted as it is). Bill started reading 'Little Sister' by David Hewson, set in C20

Amsterdam.

18th September 2018: Bill posted short video form last evening to ESMM FB

page, went to chiropracter. U3A Folk Music Group: first meeting of the 

season. Apparently there are eighty group members of whom about forty 

were at the Black Tiles on this afternoon. An enjoyable mix, about the only 

'round the room' that we attend.

19th September 2018:Sheila swim, Bill to Colin F' with three guitars into 

which pickups can be fitted, one the ebay Fishman. We decided on LR BAggs

Beam system for the other two, (one of which may be re-homed with Laurel in

due course). Good to see Colin's new home and workshop (in progress) at 

Laxfield. Slightly further to drive but he is our 'go to' luthier. Bill gorged on the 

whole of 'Killing Eve' on BBC 3, great fun but disappointing open end 

presaging further series. (Made by the American arm of the BBC so .....) 

Wayward Sessions at Shottisham Sorrel Horse: only four on attendance 

but in many ways as good or better than a fuller room, with space to explore 

new tunes and listen as we play. Bill had forgotten that the 'Happy Sam' 

evenings had been the first casualty of the 'Blaxhall sessions' concerts, 

doubtless more to come. as Friday is the extant preferred day for at least 

three local monthly folk clubs which may be affected. Bill finished reading 

'Little Sister', started 'Barkskins' by Annie Proux.

20th September 2018: Bill swim, Sheila working. Sheila to Pretty Grim 

practice, apparently five new members. Bill knoodling but to little effect. 



21st September 2018:Sheila to yoga. Bill to John and Viv's Wedding at 

Stowmarket and reception at Needham. East suffolk Morris Danced at the 

reception, and squire Kevin was best man. Congrats both. We enjoyed 

Maggie Moore's (significant) birthday surprise party, as did she, (having 

always wanted one!) Good to catch up with Simon and Val, Andrew and 

Angela and Mike and Sue on the 'folk' table. A picture of the amazing 

melodeon cake will appear on the Mardles page.

22nd September 2018:Bill started processing video from the wedding. Cold 

wet day in. Continued with vid on Sunday 24th

24th September 2018: Bill swim, catch up with John G. The wedding gig for 

the Bards of the Heath is off. Very little on the horizon, Hadleigh FAC and 

The White Horse. JG speculating on the life left for the band if no takers! 

Recent exchanges with Des that he is uncertain about whether to carry on 

working towards duo, a conversation to be completed. Which leaves a 

decision whether playing out is a current aim or to remain a historic memory? 

Bill popped Ashley's birthday card round, enjoyable catch up with him and 

Nat, all the latest news.

25th September 2018: Happy Birthday Ashley: Bill/Sheila tune up, Sheila 

working then to a meeting pm. Bill had a wander to town. Tattingstone White

Horse Bluegrass: Good to see Ian T out, (usually clashes with Irish Band 

practice!) 4 banjos, mandolin, autoharp, fiddle, bass and Bill as sole guitarist, 

so a clearly defined role. A very enjoyable evening, lots of tunes. Also 

challenging  refresher on rhythm playing and flatpicking.

26th September 2018: Mainly taken up with Sheila having 'day surgery', with

Bill putting the finishing touches to Viv and John's Wedding Video in between

times. All went well, but six weeks of significantly restricted activity before 

signing off, and initial recovery is likely to be more protracted than previously 

suggested. Hopefully worth it.

27th September 2018: Bill knoodling, mainly slide dobro which has an 

enhanced repertoire of late, then to swim. Sheila refreshing on the recorder 



as the violin is off limits for six weeks. Bill almost managed to leave the house

to go to the Steamboat Session,  but that was the extent of the effort 

expended. Always a curate's egg and not yet aclimatised to equinoxial 

changes. Usually takes until November!

28th September 2018:some knoodling, Bill pre-recorded the likely tune of 

the month for October. One of Sheila's friends has borrowed Bill's small piano

accordion. Holly availed herself of Sheila's ticket to Everyman Folk Club to 

see Anahata & Mary Humphreys who delivered two excepptional sets of 

songs and tunes. An excellent start to the season and a chance to catch up 

with friends unmet since the summer began. Lots of goodwishes for Sheila's 

speedy return to 'as normal' levels of activity.

29th September 2018: Bill popped to Needham CBS, then popped to see 

John C and deliver the wedding video. Despite speaking on the telephone we

somehow failed to meet, so delivery and posting will have to wait.

30th September 2018: We went to Foxhall CBS, sheila slowly on the med, 

spending money anyway. Bill posted the TotM Melnet video once the result 

apparent, (polling closed at 7pm). Knoodled on dobro and concertinas. Bill 

went to the Duke of York expecting a folk session but found a rock band and 

large audience fundraising, so either cancelled or transferred elsewhere and 

missed the message.

1st October 2018: Rabbits: Bill collected three guitars from Colin Fulton with 

their respective pick ups fitted. L R Baggs I-Beam on two and Fishman 

Natural Earth Active on the third, great workmanship as ever and the L R 

Baggs use copper coated tailpieces which are less obtrusive. All sound great.

Colin's move to Laxfield is suiting him well and the Barn seems ideally suited.

Sheila had a short walk, and tried out a couple of songs. Bill's Melnet video is

attracting views even though for some reason the posting are not yet open as

at 8.30pm!

2nd October 2018: Bill dropped car for battery diagnostic.  New battery 

installed. Thinking about a set for Hadleigh on Friday. Bill finished reading 



Barkskins, a much more accessible read than earlier Annie Proulx covering 

four centuries of human despoilment of the earth, (not a book with a message

then), and ending in the present with the almost insignificant impact of eco-

warriors at a time when even the short term future of the bisphere is looking 

bleak.....

3rd October 2018: an excellent morning at Des's working on music. 

Uncertainty sorted, having found a working style that suits both of us. Thank 

you Ruth for a smashing lunch. Bill took the Stanford with the Fishman 

Natural Earth Active pick up which works well.

4th October 2018: Bill swim at woodbridge, Sheila came along and had a 

walk along the river.

5th October 2018: Looking at tunes for Melnet Theme of the Month over the 

last couple of days, two in mind but fiddly and new! Hadleigh Folk & 

Acoustic Club: Sheila reserving energy. Bill played a floor spot, (Factory set,

Spencer the Rover and Black Diamonds). Subjectively, it had been better in 

practice in the parlour. Simon had previously indicated he did not have a 

problem with recording, and despite a couple of "fat finger" moments, in 

retrospect it was "ok" and the video is good to post. Rosewood and Jackie 

Ord also played floor spots. Support was the Peter Kerr Band from whose 

performance practical lessons can be learnt for the Bards support slot next 

month. Peter was not at his best, but force of personality and a forgiving 

audience prevailed. Usual rules for the band in that Peter had not told them 

what he was going to play and simply shouted the key before setting off with 

each song. ( I have played with Peter and that was also my experience). 

Fiona Larcombe and Terry Mann were the main act for the evening, and 

played an excellent set, some of which they had played on their previous visit,

but there were some new songs and tunes. Bill particularly enjoyed the old 

time fiddle and banjo tunes. Thank you Simon and Val for running the club, 

and for asking  us to play a floor spot. Next time Sheila will be able to sing.



6th October 2018: Sheila to meeting, Bill posted video from last evening. 

Some positive responses.Bill finished reading 'He Who Kills the Dragon' by 

Lief G.W.Persson. We visited Blaxhall Ship and caught the first set of Kit 

Hawes and Aaron Catlow's appearance there as the beginning of a series of

varied styles of musical booking which is in prospect. 'Pub' appropriate 

amplification but even without it the musical skills on offer might have 

silenced any backchat. An excellent start, but looking at the website they 

appear to be an Alan Bearman act. Presented as a freebie in a music 

friendly pub, conspiracy theorists might argue this to be a stealth component 

of the ongoing attrition towards local folk clubs by a combination of  

(relatively) megalithic commercial interests. Great guitar playing and fiddle, 

deserving of a wide audience, although playing Yellow Handkerchief in the 

Blaxhall Ship was a brave coals to Newcastle moment, (even if it was the 

Phoebe Smith version).

7th October 2018: We both enjoyed the afternoon at Bucklesham Plough 

Day where East Suffolk Morris were dancing, the last commitment of the 

season. THe Suffolk style musicians were not present and there were fewer 

stalls than usual but good fun on a sunny day. The video is up. John & Viv's 

Wedding Video was delivered and Bill has mailed the side with a link to the 

unlisted upload. Bill popped down to the Woolpack session at about 9pm. 

THis has previously been closely managed for time and occasionally for 

space by the manager, on this occasion the session was relegated to a small 

bar less than 10' square. Bill left. It seems that the session is tolerated rather 

than desired and lack of an allocated and usable space is a way of making 

that point. Margarette was disappointed but there was no pleasure to be had 

in remaining where not wanted. A pity for Roy who arrange the space but........

8th October 2018: Bill swim & catch up with JG. working on a couple of 

tunes for Melnet THeme of the Month. East Suffolk Morris: first practice 

session of the year, moderately well attended, enjoyable playing music with 

Mick and Martin. Collaborative and thoughful.



9th October 2018: Sheila (gingerly) to chiropracter. U3A Folk Music Group:

Westerfield Swan: an enjoyable afternoon in good company. Ironically Bill 

had left the melodeon at home and Richard, (alpha melman) was absent on 

this occasion! We managed. Fordham Session: excellent as evr and always 

different as the constituent members change from month to month. 

(Feedback from sunday that the Woolpack eventually allowed the musicians 

to use the larger room, doesn't affect the principle. The Horsehoes, 

(Fordham) welcomes musicians while serving food and the diners are openly 

appreciative. thereagain the music is mainly instrumental and less 

knockabout! Bill finished reading 'The State vs Alex Cross' by James 

Patterson, less pulpy than some of the series but still formulaic.

10th October 2018: Bill recorded and posted 'A Journey Just Begun' as 

Melnet Theme of the Month. Popped into town for a wander and bought Liam

Clancy's autobiography in a charity shop. Sheila working. We popped to the 

Duke of York to see Richard Townend play at the monthly blues night. An 

excellent guitarist and songwriter, the blues almost an afterthought. Bill's 

reflection that 'saleable' blues is the extemporised riff based style which 

developed from the British Blues of the 1960's revival. The song based 

country blues is less favoured. We picked up tickets for the Christmas event 

which will be a (free) ticket only event with a couple of the original members 

of 'Nine Below Zero'. These Monthly Blues evenings have a friendly club 

atmosphere, good to catch up with Pete Y and Richard U, (from whom an 

update on Bill's former workplace).

11st October 2018: sheila working, Bill to Des's, some focussed work putting

a set together. Good to hear that Des and Ruth have their own bookings 

together. 

12th October 2018: Bill finished reading the 'Jannisary Tree' by Jason 

Goodwin, a dip into Ottoman history via a detective novel written by an 

authority on the place and period. Phil W sent some 'corrected' Morris tunes 

to ESMM musicians, (the Bacon versions are very scrappy), but even the 



corrections read strangely! Bill swim and ramble around Woodbridge, 

restocked the book pile! Started reading Liam Clancy's memoirs. We had 

intended to go out for music in the evening , but with Hank Wangford, The 

Melrose Quartet, Mick Ryan and BMN 35 vying for our favours inertia set in 

and we stayed in!

13th October 2018: Sheila has a lecture in Cambridge so we made a 

weekend of it. Bill had a wander around Cambridge becoming increasingly 

demoralised  for various reasons. IN the evening we visted 'New Routes' at 

The Junction, situated adjacent to our Travelodge at Cambridge leisure, (think

'Total Recall'/'Bladerunner' for ambience. A couple of floor spots, Daniel 

Wilde, a capable singer songwriter and a bass and guitar duo Ward & Parker

who were worth the build up, particularly the display of beatboxing double 

bass! Bill bought 'Homus Deus' by Yuval Noah Harari, dug  in for an excellent 

read!

14th October 2018: We joined tourists in the rain , wandering round 

Magdeline and Sidney Sussex quads, and visiting Kettles Yard before 

returning home.

15th October 2018: Bill swim, JG disappointed that Bill unlikely to turn out for 

the Bards of the Heath spots at Marks Tey next week. Large hall full of stalls 

and a couple of hundred customers milling around and we are asked to play 

without fee or amplification. John & Jo have their stall and see that as quid 

pro quo but......we'll see. It may be a slow Sunday. East Suffolk Morris 

practice, Mike G had mailed to forewarn Bill about the esoteric dances he 

proposed for this evening, needn't have worried, expertise was in atendance! 

Good to see new recruit Clive returning to morris after 30 years, (formerly 

Lichfield MM and Ceilidh Bands around Birmingham), also David E and 

Richard from Hageneth MM who are short on recruits and temporarily non 

viable. As previously mentioned, ESMM have an open door which will not 

challenge primary loyalties, (which is the basis upon which Blil came to join 

around 1980).  Bill left after business.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuval_Noah_Harari


16th October 2018: Bill to Dentist and Optician, picked up an interesting 

book of (classical) music to transfer to simple folk instruments, a book of 

Jungian evaluations of fairy stories, and a down jacket, (charity shop), on the 

way round. Spent some of the afternoon in the garden which demonstrated 

his lack of fitness, (even compared with a convalescent Sheila).

17th October 2018:Bill organised current guitar tunes into a folder, 

Shottisham Sorrel Horse: Wayward Session: wall to wall musicians! An 

excellent evening but whether this level of attendance can be maintained, or 

should be? ( Small gatherings can be very productive and enjoyable). Watch 

this space. There is a prospect for a classical Indian tabla player, and a 

traditional Indian singer to join us next time....

18th October 2018: lazy day, knoodling, Bil created file for guitar tunes. 

INtended to visit Duke of York Blues Session but...

19th October 2018: tried out a few songs and tunes together. Walked on 

Dunwich beach followed by F & C.

20th October 2018: Had a walk across the heath, played some songs and 

tunes together. Bill has tennis elbow, probably playing and/or swimming as 

culprits. Posted a Melnet theme of the month : The Penny Farthing: by 

Connie O'Connell.

21st October 2018: Bill capitulated and went to Marks Tey, four hours and 

fifty miles for two twenty minute BotH sets. Snafu'd a sandwich from John. 

Sarah joined us on drum for the second set. Not sure what anybody heard, 

Bill did manage to neak a couple of ambient microphones into use, but to play

acoustically in a large hall full of stallholders and customers making 

background noise, not really viable but fun to do. Pete has a new (to him) 

viola which sound good in the mix. It is still unclear what an 800w per side pa 

is doing at an event where volume is severely restricted to avoid frightening 

the healers! Standing idle for most of the time. Woolpack Session : Sheila 

came along with Bill and we momentarily braved the sadly familiar sea song 



being sung in  a sardine packed front bar, (the large back bar empty again). 

Enough to be clear that the evening would not work for us, returned home.

22nd October 2018: half term so no suitable swimming slot! East Suffolk 

Morris Men AGM & feast at Stonham Aspel Village Hall. A relaxed dance in 

the hall and then an excellent meal acompanying business, (thanks Tracey 

and Sandy). This year was handover year, (East SuffolkMM changes officers

bi-annually), so Kevin and Clive formally gave way to Bob and Dave. The 

round begins.

23rd October 2018: Sheila meeting in Colchester and working, Bill to U3A 

Folk Music Group at The Shannon in Bucklesham. An enjoyable afternoon, 

(Bill sang John Barleycorn, (a request, and led on Redwing/Portsmouth). 

Interesting conversation with Marilyn about musical friends in common down 

the years, and where the bar is set in terms of informal playing. John has 

booked a Bards practice at less than 24 hours notice, time uncertain as has 

allowed for afternoon or evening. Phil W mentioned at the morris AGM that 

he may come along to Hadleigh on 2nd November as he has played music 

with a few of John G's previous collaborators, but never met him. Looking to 

compare reality with reputation! 

24th October 2018: clarification that BotH practice is next week. Bill finished

reading Liam Clancy biography, (up to about 1963). One of a set of books 

describing a nascent Greenwich Village arts community pre Dylan et al. 

Found a new 'Casey Jones' song by Garcia Acoustic Band. Sheila visiting 

grandchildren (up for half term), and working. Mike A has asked us to join a 

scratch band for a New Years Eve celebration at Hacheston Village HAll, 

which sounds like fun so we have said yes, Mike and family and Adie brown 

and us so far....  a good opportunity to play for dance .

25th October 2018: Sheila working, Bill popped to town to pick up a clock 

on order and have a wander. There has been a 'bite' on his advertisement to 

sell one of the resonator guitars so watch this space, (Saturday). We both 

had flu jabs  and Bill his one time metacochlial jab. Sheila went to Pretty 



Grim practice, Bill to the Steamboat session. Only five singers/players but 

worth it, particularly for John Tomlinson's masterclass in hybrid picking and 

chord melody accompaniment. All done by ten.

26th October 2018: Bill early swim at Woodbridge, Sheila to opticians. 

Everyman Folk Club: Martin Wyndham Read & Iris Bishop: Martin 

headlines but Iris is the star in this duo. Two excellent sets including new 

material from their new CD (which sold out on the night). Strong support from 

the floor. Lots of catch up conversations. Holly came along and enjoyed the 

music,  although sitting in the well of the room people around her were 

crackling crisp packets and talking through the songs, (appreciatively but 

noisily), which is really not 'Everyman' behaviour. She may have regretted 

passing on a seat in the front row where focus rules.

27th October 2018: Bill awaited Ryan who had responded to the resonator 

guitar ad, he didn't show but later sent an apologetic explanatory message 

and refixed for a week's time if the guitar is still there. The melnet TotM for 

November is emerging from the mists of the poll. Not particularly exciting but 

a challenge to make something from.

28th October 2018: Bill added a couple of songs to the slide dobro list, 

combined verses from 'Whitehouse Blues' and 'Cannonball' to something of a

sensible mix, (they are the same in practical terms). We spent some time in 

the garden clearing shrubs etc. Duke of York Session:about eight of us, 

(only a couple of instrumentalists). An enjoyable low key evening, some of the

usual suspects sang their usual songs, it was ever thus. Finished reading ; 'I 

am Missing' by Tim Weaver. 

29th October 2018: Bill swim and catch up with John G. The Hadleigh set on

Friday will introduce Bard Sarah on drum, as Rob is not well at the moment. 

Listened to the budget speech, always worth hearing the full speech and not 

just the sound-bites. Uploaded a few of Irvine Reid's pictures to ESMM FB 

page. East Suffolk Morris practice: an enjoyable evening as demonstrated 

by James and Bill remaining to the end! Great fun playing music with Mick, 



Dick, David and Martin. Good to see David E becoming a regular, not sure 

where newbie Clive W has got to. Facilitated with skill by foreman Mike G.

30th October 2018: Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: initially difficult, 

either Bill out of phase or there was a lot of out of tune and out of time 

playing, (the latter). Difficult to depart as the only functional guitar player in 

the group. The evening also turned in part into a rolling banjo tutorial. The 

nature of sessions, take it or leave. By ten o'clock we were down to four in 

tune /in time players and had a half an hour's very enjoyable tune sets before 

calling it a night.

31st October 2018: recorded Adieu Les Filles de Mon Pays, the front runner, 

(just) for TotM on Melnet. Good fun to find ways to make it work. Bards of the

Heath: John, Jo, Pete, Des and Bill had a get together in preparation for 

Friday's set at Hadleigh. We have a half hour set so have six songs prepared 

which we will hopefully be allowed to play. Always difficult to choose, so many

of our songs fit the season and at about five minutes each so few to include. 

We hope it goes well, fingers crossed. Otherwise the laid back Suffolk 

approach will vindicate Simon's description with honours even.

1st November 2018: Fortunately the 'right' tune won so Bill posted the 

Melnet TotM. Had a look at the latest photos of work developing Cornhill in 

Ipswich which is ghastly. Complicated, cluttered and impracticable for use as 

a town square. Hey ho. Bill had a leisurely swim at Woodbridge pool. Sheila 

to Pretty Grim AGM in the evening.

2nd November 2018: Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club: Bonfire night in 

Hadleigh affected parking and attendance. an evening of two halves, a 

remembrance song set to the tune of 'She Moves Thro' the Fair' to open, 

Hazel Bradshaw sang three of her songs, False Colours are neither folk nor

acoustic, (so aptly named). Good musicians singing an extended set of their 

songs and promoting their recent EP. Bards of the Heath, our set seemed to 

work and it was an uncommon joy to play to a listening and appreciative 

audience. Kelly Oliver headlined,  an excellent guitarist and singer, (currently



a protege and mentee of Phil Beer it would seem). Great stagecraft, but a 

limited dynamic range in performance, to the point where all the songs 

merged into an ambient melange and the set became uninteresting in a 

matter of minutes. The stories played and recited remained untold. Despite 

three CD's over four years with presumably a nascent pre-recorded career 

Kelly's art remains a work in progress, and has significant  potential to 

develop.  (Bill's view of Show of Hands is that latterly they have become 

bland and formulaic despite their professionalism. The PB connection will 

provide golden opportunities, but perhaps not the fresh experiences which 

might energise the performance). Thank you to Simon and Val for inviting 

BotH to play, we hope your colds are soon remedied.  Bill finished reading 

Scissor Man by Henry Chancellor, and episodic thriller with rather too many 

episodes and barely drawn characters.

3rd November 2018: Bill took Sheila to the station for an early train. 

Processed video from last evening, came out quite well but regrettable the 

band sat offset to the centre and Sarah only features in the audio! Composed 

a YT video. Bill renewed his broadband for the next 18 months, tiresome that 

we regularly have to be in contact with amoral 'service provider' organisations

whose sole (private sector) motivation is to fleece the customer and benefit 

their shareholders. Good contact and very helpful people but had to deal with 

the hard sell before deciding. The engineer Bill spoke to is a banjo player 

from Liverpool who is a Doc Boggs fan and all round folkie! (He picked up a 

shared interest from the email address). Phone and broadband is more 

expensive than heating and barely now a luxoury! Rant over.

4th November 2018: Bill's current books, 'The Search for Richard III' and 'A 

Legacy of Spies'. Posted the Bards video.  Sarah cut off the edge on drums 

but the band were off centre and the camera is just placed on a chair  on a 

best guess basis so.... Sheila taking grandchildren out. Bill knoodling and 

recorded and posted Elizabeth Clare by Chris Wood played on guitar. Now 

has a 'guitar' folder for all the folk baroque stuff simmering in the background. 



Woolpack session: Sheila came along, (first session out for a while), and we

managed just over an hour of a leasant evening, observations as for D of Y 

last time really, same people and generally same songs and tunes from them!

5th November 2018: Pete G enjoyed the Bards mp3's which I sent to him. 

Sheila has new spectacles, Bill swimming, catch up with JG. Des looking for 

gigs and JG resiling from his anywhere/anytime statement after Hadleigh! 

Wants daytime gigs and MBS festivals. East Suffolk Morris:' New ' Clive is 

back, good news. A surfeit of musicians so Bill came home after 'business'. 

Dropped out of Holly's 'Barge' band. Practice dates don't fit, so  she is better 

with her regular bandmates.

6th November 2018: We went to an appointment for feedback on Sheila's 

pacemaker and they tweaked it, which will hopefully resolve some continuing 

issues. Bill had an interesting FB exchange with Simon Haines, kind 

feedback from Friday's BotH set, " Good to see Bards at last and enjoyed 

your honest unpretentious set." Simon has seen us before, but a while ago. 

U3A Concert Stratford St Andrew: Sound Tradition ST presented very 

strong headline sets tailored to audience participation and supported by U3A 

floor spots. we sang 'Black Diamonds' and 'Who Will Watch the Home Place', 

both of which went well. Bill canvassed a possible Bards spot at a future 

concert, but music stands and use of lyric sheets are a deal breaker for Rob 

N who is adamant that these are anathema, certainly for a band as a booked 

act. One of Bill's concertinas has low compression and that was passed to 

Mike Acott to sort, possibly by rebinding the bellows. we have booked to see 

Alvin Youngblood Hart who is playing in ipswich on Saturday as part of a 

UK tour, Stephen Foster and Red Rose Chain promoting. Bill finished 

reading 'A Legacy of Spies' by John Le Carre, a novella with gravitas.

7th November 2018: Ipswich Midweek Blues: Kent Duchaine the first 

anniversary of IMB at the Duke of York. Kent Duchaine is the single 

handshake to direct experience of blues legends like Jimmy Shines, Bukka 

White, Howling Wolf etc and strives to pass the stories of those experiences 



and the music he learned and loves with each performance. Bill stayed for the

first set, (which was an hour and a quarter), and thoroughly enjoyed the mix 

of racontuer and autuer. A very skilful slide guitar player Kent attacks his 

material with disciplined aggression. His preparation comprised gluing his 

picks to thumb and fingers and wedging his slide to his finger with a dollar bill.

He moved speakers and microphones so that he had visibility of the whole of 

the audience in this L shaped bar and vice versa. He described his house in 

South Georgia as 'the house the Brits built, because you paid for it', and is 

clearly one of a number of American artists as appreciated in Britain as on 

home turf. One set was the point at which waiting the interval and a further 

hour would have been too much, maybe next time come for the second set!

9th November 2018: Sheila working, Bill popped to Ipswich centre. First 

chance to see the 'new' Cornhill development, as cumbersome and unusable 

as a community space as photographs had portrayed it to be. Bil finished 

reading "Out of Bounds" by Val McDermid, well plotted and written with 

realised characters. Still something of a soap opera with some cumbersome 

political point scoring. Started 'Gnomon' by Nick Harkaway, a stuning writer of

fiction who has made his name irrespective of family connection and a 

challenging conceptual writer.  We thought about seeing Jimmy Aldridge and 

Sid Goldsmith at Blaxhall, a combination of tiredness and principle put paid to

that, so we played through a few songs at home. 

10th November 2018: Sheila to Pete Y's for a run through of tunes for the 

nascent local Appalachian Cloggers. An interesting mix of musical 

personalities, so the outcome is uncertain! Alvin Youngblood Hart: Avenue 

Theatre Ipswich: a no brainer for blues lovers in Ipswich when an 

established  blues musician is playing nearby. Alvin made a passing 

expression of irritation that as a contemporary musician  he is 'sold' as a 

museum exhibit to illustrate  'blues', but then moved on to fulfil that brief. Born

in 1963 his influences and opportunities afford a broader palette than 

predecessors, and this was reflected in the set, (e.g. including a 'Flaiming 



Groovies' cover). Lots of friends among the middling sized audience, mainly 

musicians! Thank you to stephen Foster and Red Rose for promoting the 

event, apparently more to come.

11th November 2018: Old Time instrumental workshops at Bob's house, 

excellent, both Bill & Sheila at the fiddle workshop, too tired to stay for the 

concert, sorry.

12th November 2018: Bill knoodled on slide guitar, didn't feel like morris and 

Shottisham ECU was a step too far.

13th November 2018: Sheila to Colchester for a meeting so Bill tagged 

along and enjoyed a tramp around town and a gloriously sunny autumn walk 

across Castle Park to our pick up point. Fordham session: a good turnout and

some excellent music played. Thank you to Deborah for the Minnie White CD.

Colin C spilt some beer over his and Bil's melodeons. Hopefully will dry out 

overnight. A few tunes aded to the future exploration list.

14th November 2018: We popped in to see Mary J in the morning. 

Shottisham Session: Andy M came along with us, a few new faces on this 

evening and some returning from the previous session. The first half hour or 

so was intolerable to the point where Bill went to read the paper in the 'quiet' 

bar. Every musician was striving to be louder than the rest, nobody sought to 

play together, the outcome was a barrage of noise (interspersed with a couple

of maritime songs). At this point Bill was disappointed but fairly clear that this 

might be his last trip out to this session. He was almost through the local 

paper when a local singer of maritime songs passed through and left the 

premises in a state of unsuppressed anger and indignation. It seems that the 

prospect of 'Blood Red Roses', (at this usually tune led session), had elicited 

a response which ignited a fuse to discord. 

The music gradually settled after a period when it was audibly affected by 

what had happened. Bill later rejoined the musicians, (who included the 

balance of the departed member's 'group'). The last hour was enjoyable and 

perhaps we will try again in December. The tale will doubtless be  told in 



various forms over the next week or so. This is the 'out of the room' version 

with a single 'reported' element. 

Bill had an interesting conversation with Chris H who runs the Shottisham 

Folk evenings monthly. It seems that the most recent of these have each 

been on the Monday following the Bearman/FE Blaxhall Sessions. 

Attendance has plummetted from a generally full house to four or five souls in

the audience. One regular act had declined the offer of a re-booking. It had 

been reported to Chris that the B/FE sessions were a possible factor in this 

decline. Chris is handing over the running of the Folk evening to the pub 

manager from December. The event had previously been self financing with a

generous 'take' from the tip bucket. Recently Chris and the pub have 

subsidised this to (at best) cover musicians expenses. The future, (should the

event continue) may be oriented towards 'pop' acts.  Other elements may be 

engaged, but a part attribution of cause and effect seems fair to conclude.

15th November 2018:Sheila working, Bill swim. Sheila to Pretty Grim 

practice, Bill started refreshing dance tunes in anticipation of the NYE dance. 

Bill finished reading 'Gnomon', hard work at times but a persuasivetake on 

the 'now' presented as a dystopian near future narrative, the twist was rather 

obvious but forgivable.

16th November 2018: A brief tune up, otherwise a lazy day. Bill's phone 

seems to be dying....no, fingers crossed rescued by firmware reboot. 

17th November 2018: Ashley and Natalie came to show us their 20 week 

scan photographs (baby), lovely surprise. Bill & Sheila went for a walk across 

the heath, (dodging golf balls along the way). Sheila has spent a couple of 

days working on a dragon head for the U3A Mummers Play, coming along 

well. Bill tidied up the 'work' table and inevitable was drawn into exploring half

learnt songs and tunes! Bill finished reading' Dark Angel' by Elly Griffith, the 

latest in her soap opera crime series in which Kings Lynn seems to host a 

disproportionate number of murders for its size. Fluffy fun and  light relief. 

Sheila childsitting, Bill spent most of the evening playing music.



18th November 2018: Sheila to the inaugural workshop for the new local 

'flatfooting' group with about thirty dancers and a disparate assortment of 

local musicians. Sounds fun but an odd approach to process and roles as 

reported. Give it time. Woolpack session: an enjoyable social evening, 

music/song less so. (Folders and cheat sheets galore).

19th November 2018: Sheila hosted the U3A Ladies Mummer rehearsal 

today, Bill finished reading 'THe Woman in the Woods' by John Connolly, 

(excellent), and went swimming and for catchup with John G. The Bards are 

playing at Kirton white Horse in December and he is talking about band 

members playing individual spots, maybe one for the Bill/Des repertoire? 

East Suffolk Morris practice: music capably led, Bill left after business. 

Dates for the Bosnia trip in 2019 confirmed, whether to go? Sad to hear that 

Paul Doolin, formerly ESMM and Hoxne dance group has died. Rarely 

encountered of late but always well met.

20th November 2018: Bill Caddick has died, also Roy Bailey. Both favourites

for this old folkie U3A Folk Music Group: an enjoyable afternoon at the 

White Horse in Old Felixstowe. we sang John O' Dreams ( a Bill Caddick 

song). Sorry to hear that Barry is in hospital. Bill's phone is dying by degrees 

but the customer feedback on likely replacements is very dodgy! GlosTrad 

website is an excellent source for tunes and songs, already bookmarked but 

one of Richard C's tunes from today caused another look and an extension to

the 'to do' list.

21st November 2018: a cold day. Musical knoodling on GlosTrad tunes. 

Worked on review of a CD for Mardles.  BT lead arrived, finally, and does not 

connect the new hub to the wall socket. Four phone calls and two weeks to 

discover that BT do not stock the relevant lead, (to the box which they 

installed), are not responsible for that link, and have referred us to 

independant suppliers. Hey ho. Bill had thought to go to the Blaxhall session 

this evening, (see how it was faring), but, a step too far! 



22nd November 2018: BobT has been approached by Jodie Kruskall for a 

'Wendy House' workshop and concert. Bob isn't sure whether the local Old 

Time musicians will take to this, may or may not happen. There may be other 

options. His English tour for 2018 has just finished so we must be looking at 

next year. Bill submitted his CD review, Simon H has published it on Mardles 

website. No PG practice, (short on numbers). Sheila packed for her weekend 

away. Bill's 'new' phone arrived, an upgrade of sorts and easy to set up, (or 

skills are improving). Eventually managed to dispose of German apps.

23rd November 2018: Bill dropped Sheila at the station. The new lead 

recommended by BT arrived, doesn't work! A further telephone call to advisor 

#5, very helpful and talked Bill through the process which dispenses with the 

'wall box' and connects directly to the data plug, bravo, up and running. Holly 

came to tea. Her new CD has arrived, (launch 21st December). HAd a catch 

up. Bill popped out to Blaxhall in case the Old Timers currently at the youth 

hostel came out for a play, they didn't, at least while Bill was there. Tomorrow 

The Ship has Dan Walsh booked to play so the opportunity will be limited 

although I imagine it will be taken.

24th November 2018: Phone cover arrived. Bill popped to Mike A's and 

picked up concertina with bellows repair. The New Year's Eve dance at 

Hacheston is off, other musicians would not commit. Interesting catch up 

about the Anglo world, suggested to Mike that he compile a book of 

anecdotes. Bill had a try out on a couple of Crane Triumph duet concertinas, 

the Wheatstone layout falls more easily under the fingers (as an anglo 

player). OPtions for the evening, Dan Walsh, Back Porch Band, Ipswich 

Symphony Orchestra, but sometimes a settee in the warm is equally 

attractive!

25th November 2018: Autumn Anglo Day at Roger D's. THank you to 

Andew C for facilitating and Roger for hosting. An enjoyable day working on 

technique and playing tunes. Bill came home at 4 O'Clock, (and took a couple

of Co-Codomol). Duke of York Session: a rock band were clearing down as 



we arrived so that once we started to play the venue had an 'after hours' 

aspect. Shanties and dominant personalities prevailed on this evening but an 

enjoyable wind down.

26th November 2018: Bill swim and catch up with JG who confirms he is 

ambivelant about the future of  BotH, enjoys it but unwilling to travel or play 

evening gigs. Picked Sheila up from the station, delayed in traffic by 

significant fire around the docks. East Suffolk Morris practice: an enjoyable 

collegiate evening. Bosnia may be do-able, hotel accommodation and three 

days of activity. Bill finished reading 'South of the Border, West of the Sun' by 

Haruki Murakami, so-so.

27th November 2018: Sheila to Chiropracter, Bill to Dentist. Tattingstone 

Bluegrass Session: relocated to the Wheatsheaf on this occasion.  This 

evening benefited hugely from the presence of Bob T and Scott who gave 

momentum to what might have been a less interesting session. 

28th November 2018: Bill working up potential Melnet TotM, a strange one. 

The runner up is more straightforward but we suspect people vote for what 

they would like to see played and then don't participate when their choice 

wins, (sound familiar!) Mary D has offered us a floor spot at Everyman on 

Friday so we are also thinking about that. Sheila's costume for the ladies' 

entertainment at U3A is coming on well, we already have a roomful from 

previous years, this is no less ambitious!

29th November 2018: Sheila working, Bill swimming. Bill skimmed the end 

of 'The Search for Richard III', whih had been wrten while proceedings were 

in progress about where he should be buried and the end of which was 

speculative rather than analytical. Managed to record the front runner for 

TotM. We practised a couple of songs for tomorrow. Bill popped to the 

Steamboat Session but there being no available place to park, returned 

home!

30th November 2018: We polished a couple of songs for Everyman FC, Bill 

prepared the TotM video for tomorrow. Everyman FC was excellent, Morai in 



fine form and strong support from the floor including us singing 'John  

O'Dreams' and the 'Halsway Carol' which seemed to go well, (despite a 

couple of false starts). Bill was interested to see Mel Biggs melodeon 

playing. She is ubiquitous in advertising her workshops and online tuition 

onsocial media and had a recommendation from Andy Cutting at Broadstairs 

this year. She is an excellent player, if rather technically inclined. We realise 

that we have seen her previously playing for Harlequin Morris, one of a rare 

few young mixed Cotswold sides worth watching at the moment. It seems the 

latest 'Blaxhall Session' is sold out. (See previous posts for context).

1st December 2018: Rabbits, or should that be the Istra Hare? Bill posted 

TotM, 'An Italian Rant'. Some positive feedback. Knoodling on festive tunes 

and songs, and new guitar pieces. Sheila went swimming for the first time 

since her op. Seems to have gone ok. Saw that 'Great Craic' were on at the 

Duke of York, vagualy interested but upon research discover that they are a 

trio of Ipswich blues/rockers playing (clunky) popular Irish music. Nice chaps 

but on the basis of their videos this is not their metier. Bill keeps promising 

himself to find a 'willing' venue and put his money where his mouth is, but .... 

hasn't happened yet. If anybody is interested get in touch. THat which is 

hitherto played out is the tip of a very deep iceberg of material in a number of 

forms!

2nd December 2018: Holly is putting finishing touches to a video of a song 

from her new CD, 'Frida', watch out for it and support the album launch on 

21st December at St Peters. Bill settling to this year's 'Theme of the Month', 

(Christmas as ever). The monthly tune and theme are an opportunity to 

challenge repertoire and styles which may have become settled, for the rest 

of the month the boxes sit idle or barely tested in the round of local sessions. 

Also working on a 'new' Christmas song with Sheila. Woolpack Session:an 

enjoyable session with about half a dozen of us swapping tunes and songs, 

and groups of people who had come to listen. Bill caught up with Tony who 

had been playing music at Flatford with Andy M this afternoon. Finished 



reading 'The Lady from Zagreb' by Philip Kerr.  The tenth Bernie Gunther 

novel, excellent historical thriller.

3rd December 2018: U3A Ladies practicing their entertainment at our house,

Bill had a wander around Felixstowe prior to swimming. KNoodling in the 

afternoon, then found animated morris short on i-player, 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b0btyx1s/animation-2018-quarantine . 

East Suffolk Morris practice: Last of the season. Very few men in 

attandance and of those about half on the bench! Bill made up numbers on 

one dance and retired to the bench, (regular swimming is no training for 

morris).

4th December 2018: Sheila unwell, Bill to dentist. We told U3A folk group we 

wouldn't make it.

5th December 2018: Bill still working on ThemeotM for Melnet, (the trouble 

with using the monthly challenge as a spur is that effort is involved!) Bards of

the Heath: Kirton White Horse: an informal evening, some of which was 

excellent and some not so. Still as good as local bands with significantly 

higher profiles, but seemingly without the will to get out there and play for 

people. A conundrum, the mountain stands firm. Des and Ruth have a 

floorspot at Hadleigh FAC in February, having enjoyed two local musical 

outings over the weekend, (and they have country fairs and other bookings in 

the summer of 2019). Regrettably this evening coincided with the Mid Week 

Blues Christmas bash at the Duke of York, sorry to missthat one but playing 

trumps listening!

6th December 2018: Bill recorded and posted Tommy Coen's 'Christmas 

Eve' to Melnet ThemeotM. Used the street 4 stop which has a couple of out 

of tune notes, a trip to MartynW presaged in the new year for a fettle. Some 

wonderful feedback, Anahata likes it, and the post has persuaded another 

member of the merits of old style 4 stop boxes. Job done. Bill recently noticed

that his forum status has been elevated to 'Respected sage', (from 'regular 

debater'). This promotion seems to be simply based on cumulative post 



numbers, so that after  a few years of two posts a month, (TotM & ThemeotM)

he is catching up with regular 'natterers'. Eastern Angles:The Fenland 

Screamers Holly and SarahWi joined us for the annual visit to the Angles 

Christmas show. As ever a couple of hours of bewildering lunacy without a 

great deal of narrative. A brilliant cast delivered blistering performances in 

multiple roles as well as providing their own orchestra. Great fun.

7th - 9th December: a quiet weekend. Another Blaxhall session sell out 

reported, Folkus not appealing even despite the evening being free. 

Buckshee winding down to ending their very successful career with gigs at 

Blaxhall this Sunday and on New Years Day. Bill working on guitar and 

concertina tunes most of Sunday, tempted by a mandola on e-bay, put the 

resonator guitar back onto Gumtree.

10th December 2018: Swimming and catch up with JG, it seems that BotH 

will survive into 2019 as John has taken a gig in June at the Museum of 

Power in Maldon. (Liz Le Faye says it would not be the same without a Bards

set or two!) ESMM were dancing outside the Apex and with Haughley Hoofers

. Knowing the lie of the land Bill stayed in, David D and Pete covered the 

music, ( we think David T and Mick R were at Belshazzars Feast at 

Colchester). 

11th December 2018: Sheila rehearsing with U3A Ladies and off to 

Colchester in the afternoon. Bill dismantled the innards of the Larrivee to see 

if he could address an 'earth' hum with which it has laterly been plagued! 

Seemingly successful but no idea what piece of electrical tape or tightening of

bolts and washers did the trick. A new battery as the old one was five years 

old (and a wing and a prayer until sure it has settled!) Followed an e-mail 

invitation to subscribe to fRoots. Having had a quick look at the website the 

must read parts are online anyway and the remainder of the magazine has 

always been something of a self congratulatory trade publication.  Had a 

listen to the new Eliza Carthy/Norma Waterson CD on spotify. Norma tends to

bring out the best in a family for whose recent efforts we have little time. Folk 



it ain't, great it ain't quite, but sets quite a high bar as Anglamericana. 

Fordham Session: a discrete and friendly gathering in an ante room of the 

pub as Chrstmas Meals were in full swing. Very enjoyable and some 

homework to occupy vacant moments. Bill finished reading 'The Alphabet 

House' by Jussi Adler-Olsen, written in 1994 but only recently translated, an 

excellent historical novel/thriller.

12th December 2018: Bill had a tramp around Ipswich town centre, visited 

the (awful) Christmas 'Craft' Market on the Cornhill. Reading 'Before the 

Dawn' by Jake Woodhouse, a police procedual set in Holland. Shottisham 

Wayward Session: an enjoyable evening, some new tunes, (and local 

followers). Dates until June 2019 are now published and Bill will pop them on 

his FB as the 'WS' page is no longer maintained. Andy gave us a lift and Bill 

and he engaged in a discussion about melodeons, diatonic accordions, posh 

boxes v standard, playing styles et al all the way home!

13th December 2018: Sheila working, Bill swimming. recorded and posted 

video of 'Deal',  a Grateful Dead song that seems appropriate to the present 

British political circumstances, first line, 'Since it costs a lot to win, and even 

more to lose!' Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, Bill parlour played his way 

through a couple of sets worth of songs. (Annual New Years resolution to get 

out and play in public more, then.....).

14th December 2018: Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic Club: Hadleigh 

Community Choir opened proceedings followed by Terry Hiscock, a tidy 

guitarist. Tony Winn was the first main guest, cajoling audience participation, 

(Bill declined to comply). Bill enjoyed three of his songs, and one flawed lyric, 

'the molten lava of the brake lights on the road'. Suspect the guitar was made 

by Jeff Giddens.  Cambridge and Walker were the other main guests, some

enjoyable DADGAD guitar and a mixed repertoire. They have been playing 

music together since 2016, Jenna has an MA in traditional folk music and 

runs a club in Cambridge. Both suffering colds on this evening. Perhaps 

should see them on a good day, but probably would give a miss to any future 



offering on this showing. A recurrent (personal) itch for Bill is that people play 

beautiful sounding hand built guitars through PA equipment in quiet, 

acoustically sympathetic spaces. A Martin, Giddens and Lowden were all 

reduced to the single denominator of an onboard pick up and Bose amplifier 

on this night , which equalised the sound to that of a starter guitar similarly 

equipped. Resonating wood might have been preferred.

15th December 2018: Bill finished reading 'Before the Dawn', a well written 

yarn. The Gumtree ad for the Ozark resonator guitar paid off, sold for the 

asking price to a gent buying it as a Christmas present. Clothes and 

instruments, never buy blind for someone else, but he seemed confident, and

that he could recoup the outlay if he was mistaken. Holly has bought herself a

banjo, cheap'ncheerful and needs a new 5th string peg at some time but 

good enough for now.

16th December 2018: Sheila missed U3A Ladies final rehearsal as laid up in

bed. Dove Christmas session is always a curates egg and chilly, saved 

energy for The Woolpack this evening. Shouldn't have bothered, socially 

enjoyable but musically drear in the main. Had the maritime singers not 

secreted themselves separately around the pub initially, their present mass 

would have sent Bill home immediately. Made it to 10.15 before driving rain 

proved a greater attraction!

17th December 2018: Sheila remains out of action. Making provisional 

arrangements in case this persists through the week, or longer. Bill 

swimming, probably last time before Christmas schedules kick in. JG says 

there are a number of BotH gigs in the offing. ESMM canvassing whether to 

go to Whittlesea Straw Bear. May have to mention it is by invitation and in 

part based on loyalty of the sides that regularly support. Lesley came and 

picked up Sheila's costume for tomorrow's entertainment in case she doesn't 

make it and an understudy has to step in! 

18th December 2018: We are going to have a go for the U3A party, Sheila 

wobbly but determined. Notice that Acoustic Guitar magazine is reporting 



similar viability issues to those which caused a restructure at fRoots. U3A 

Folk Music Group Christmas Party:We sang a couple of songs, (White 

Christmas/Have yourself a Merry Little.. and Halsway Carol). Sheila survived 

a half hour in the dragon costume for the U3A Ladies Mummers play, 

although Bill had qualms at times. Filmed, but as ever, WYSIWYG. 

Regrettably also taking place on this afternoon was Paul Doolin's funeral. 

Some men made it, (see East Suffolk Morris FB page). Paul was a friend 

from his days in East Suffolk to the present, and always had a cheery hello 

when our paths crossed, as he subsequently played and danced with 

Danegeld and Hoxne.

19th December 2018: Sheila with grandchildren to the pantomime at The 

Regent. Bill starting processed and posted video from the Mummers play. 

Youtube seems to have re-processed the audio and some people find that it 

plays faintly, although it may be the way their device is set up. Have posted a 

dropbox link to the original video pro tem, which has the unabused audio.

20th December 2018: Happy Birthday Holly. Bill managed a final pre 

Christmas swim in Woodbridge, (their programme changes tomorrow). 

Bluegrass Tattingstone: about ten of us turned out to play for Tattingstone, 

(Alton Belles) WI Christmas Meeting. Seemed to go well, home by 9.30. Bill 

has seemingly scratched at ESMM bagman and JG's respective itches in the 

past couple of days receiving terse responses! Holly is apparently in todays 

East Anglian Daily Times as a prelude to her album launch tomorrow. Sheila 

still suffering with dizziness so missed the last Pretty Grim practice of the 

year, although they are dancing with Boudicca Morris on Saturday afternoon

at Layham.

21st December 2018: Bill finished reading 'The Bone Box' by Faye 

Kellerman. Another author who has relaxed her style since the early days of 

'The Ritual Bath' etc. An enjoyable yarn. Sheila to Yoga. Holly Album 

Launch: even allowing for 'Dad' bias, Holly's music is  special. A fantastic 

evening of songs from the new CD interspersed with some older material and



comunal carol singing. Holly has a terrific team of musicians and artistic 

contributors helping her achieve her vision and this evening was exceptionally

good. Bill had a couple of cameras set up and even on playback his view 

holds. Silbury Hill played a support slot, 

22nd December 2018: East Suffolk Morris Men: Ipswich : Bill dropped off 

after the t.i.c carol spot, (as he usually does). enough for the annual video 

and saves sitting in a pub for half an hour waiting to continue. The side went 

on to dance at the Giles statue and on the 'new' Cornhill before returning to 

the Salutation to complete the circuit. We didn't make the Hadleigh dance out.

(Sheila still dizzy and Bill has a gum infection which is painful. Roll on post 

Christmas normality). Bill processed and posted the 'morris' video and 

processed Holly's concert video.

23rd December 2018: Laurel visited with Faith and Seth: Presents 

exchanged she set off home. She now has care of 'Gordon', (K Yairi /Gordon

Giltrap signature model which Gordon signed at a guitar show, and which Bill

recently fitted with an LR BAggs i-beam pick up. Laurel is now playing out on 

both guitar and melodeon in Broadstairs and needs a guitar which will do the 

job properly. She is thinking of buying one, but meanwhile is welcome to 

enjoy Gordon who would otherwise mostly be cupboard bound! Better played 

and enjoyed than not, and Laurel will struggle to find a better 'fit' both in terms

of quality and suitability for her playing style.

24th December 2018: Holly popped in for lunch and let us know her plans for

the future. Bill started a Christmas binge on Luther box sets on i-player.

25th December 2018: quiet day in, Sheila watching Woody Allen, Bill 

continuing with Luther. A Christmas drone crash landed in the garden and 

was collected by a neighbour. Sheila cooking in anticipation of a busy post 

morris houseful tomorrow.

26th December 2018: Sheila had a full house of children and grandchildren 

at East Suffolk Morris's Pinmill outing, Holly, Ashley and Nat held the line for



Bill. A fantastic public turnout and some excellent post dance carolling. This 

was the big one out our house, we survived, (just).

27th December 2018: Bill posted a morris video from yeasterday. Sheila 

went for a walk with her family, returning exhausted so didn't come along to 

Roger D's in the evening.  Total present were Roger, Sue and John C and 

Bill. A very enjoyable evening. Sue taught us Reunion Jig by Russ 

Barenberg, a cracking tune. We had a lovely time playing tunes and chatting. 

Sue is plugged into a number of bluegrass/old time players who we know and

enjoy playing music with. Stumps drawn at about half past nine. Bill enjoyed 

playing John's vintage Gibson and Roger's Dreadnought Levin guitars.

28th December 2018: some interesting correspondence about Reunion Jig, 

and it's status, folk or not. (It has a separate life as a contradance tune in the 

Portland Collection). Contra dance seems to be 1950's EFDSS dance style 

with a twist!   Bill posted a video from the carolling after morris on Boxing day,

and knoodled on the entries for melnet TotM this month. All passable, one 

new to Bill and the most challenging, almost even stevens at the moment. 

Thank you to Mike and Cynthia for inviting us to their post Christmas tea 

party. We had a great time even if we did dip out early. Always good to talk 

accordions and bass ends with Mick.

29th December 2018: we went for a short tramp around Woodbridge, a 

couple of charity shop 'bargains'. Sheila was grandchildminding in the 

evening, Bill had given up on television and recorded a version of what might

be Melnet TotM, and also a guitar version of 'The Reunion',   (see above), 

which has received some positive feedback as a 'FB only' post so far.

30th December 2018: Bill finished reading 'Lethal White' by Robert 

Galbraith/JK Rowling. Excellent, and a deliberate exercise in extended writing

and multi layered plotting, (appendix). We went for a walk across the heath 

returning with smelly shoes as a reward, (we are not fans of lazy pet owners!)

Bill recorded an off the cuff version of the possible TotM, although that 

selection is now being chased hard by a difficult Euro tune, (the votes 



probably from non participants who enjoy mischievously setting the bar high!) 

Duke of York session: Sheila tired and Bill decided to give a miss, the 

wisdom of which was confirmed by a set of photos on FB accompanied by a 

caption, 'usual suspects assembling, should be a good un', Bill would have 

lasted two minutes and departed!

31st December 2018: Happy Birthday Leah: The difficult Euro tune is now 

neck and neck on Melnet TotM. A night in, sleep interrupted by selfish people 

blowing fireworks into the small hours. 
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